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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, AUGUST 23, 1969

Beating Of Women Sparks Boycott In Fayette
Mother, 2 Daughters
Are Beaten By Whites

Memphians
Will Attend ,
Convocation

A crowd of more than 3,000
persons assembled at the ComA number of Memphians will
munity Center in Somerville,
leave by automobiles and pubTenn., last Thursday night and
Monday
transportation
next
lic
made plans to boycott the West
for the first annual ConvocaTennessee city as a protest to
Lion of the Church of God in
the beating of a black mother
Christ International to be held
and her two daughters by a
in Kansas City, Mo., from Aug.
white storekeeper and his 1725-31.
year-old son.
Bishop J. A. Howell of the
Beaten to the extent that
Central Diocese of COGIC, Inthey had to come into MempflIs
ternational, says a number of
on Tuesday, August 12, for
persons will be attending the
medical treatment were Mrs.
meetings at the Hotel MuehlePriscilla Hobson, Miss Verne!!
bach in downtown Kansas City
Hobson, 23, a clerk with the
where all activities have been
Farmers Home Administrascheduled.
tion in Somerville; and her
Bishop Howell says that the
sister, Miss Vester Hobson, 25,
church has just completed a
who will be teaching at the
"successful state convocation,"
white Fayette County High
and a number of pastors are
School this fall.
coming into the newly-founded
The three women were beatorganization.
en in their home by Julian
"The people have a mind to
Pulliam, white store owner
work," he said, "and this is
who owns farm adjoining the
PRISCILLA HOBSON
examseen
here
Vester
Hobson
Is
WOUNDS
—
Miss
HEAD
certainly encouraging."
Hobson
farm on a road three
mother
close
cuts
her
Saturday at Memphis State University, he
Bishop D. C. Williams of ining some of the stitches taken to
ARTIST AND WIFE — Mr and Mrs.
and a half miles northeast of
is a bachelor of fine arts and she a master
Evanston, Ui., will preside at received in a black jack beating from white neighbor
George Walker are seen here with some of
Somerville; and his son Gerald
had
to
come
sister
mother
and
Somerville.
She,
her
near
of education degree.
I the National Convocation.
his works. Both will receive degrees this
Pulliam, 17.
to Memphis for treatment following savage beating by man
Miss Vernell Hobson told the
and son. (Withers Photo)
Tri-State Defender that her
sister, Miss Vester Hobson,
had driven into Somerville to
pick up groceries and laundry
and was headed back home
The Army's fourth highest to the citation accompanying Lance -Sweet Willie Wine" white merchant and his teen- with her and their nephew, Michael Hobson, 11, when they
award for gallantry in action, the award, "PFC McNeal ma- Watson told the Tri-State De- age son.
were met by the Pulliam boy,
soon
that
as
said
Mr.
Watson
the Silver Star, was awarded
neuvered through the intense fender on Monday that the as the march on Little Rock driving i n the center of the
A 29-year-old Memphian will Director."
posthumously last Friday to
leave for Los Angeles Sept. 8 There were times of despair PFC Richard McNeal, Route 3, hostile fire and placed accurate Memphis Invaders will go is completed in support of the road at high speed, and that
suppressive fire on the enemy. into Fayette County late this black community and the poor as they swerved to avoid a
hoping to establish himself as for George, however.
Arlington, Tennessee.
an artist. The road traveled "During the late spring of Accepting the award in cere- "He wras able to pin the enemy week to help the oppressed of Forrest City, Ark., an in- collision, her sister yelled,
by George Walker hasn't been 1966 I was very discouraged monies at her home was h i s down while the wounded men blacks who are conducting vestigation of the situation in "Boy, watch where you are
particularly easy, but his wife, with college and was having mother, Mrs. Lou E. McN e al. withdrew from the killing zone. a boycott of the businesses Fayette County will be made going!" and continued driving
Delores, has been the steadying difficulty getting a job to help Making the presentation w a s While firing at the enemy, PFC there in protest over the beat- and members of the Invaders on home.
McNeal was fatally wounded." ing of a black mother and her dispatched there to help in the Shortly after they got home
force in his life.
pay my expenses," he said. Colonel Robert T. Grant, Jr.,
The citation states thaW`his two daughters last week by a current crisis.
USA,
deputy
commander
of
Deand were about to take the
decisions
un
recently
left
the
who
"Delores
Walkers,
The
courageous actions, at tlitedosi
fense
Depot
Memphis.
The
delaundry and groceries in the
celebrated their fifth wedding to me, so I went to Los Angeles.
of his life, were responsitkir
house, she said, Pulliam and
anniversary, and receive de- Things weren't any better there pot on Airways is a major field saying the lives of his
activity
of
the
Defense
Supply
his son. Gerald. drove up in
realized
tha+
suddenly
grees from Memphis State Uni- and I
rades."
Agency.
their yard "real fast,- and
versity Aug. M—Delores, a I'd be foolish not to come home
PFC McNeal was killed
in
Mrs. McNeal will also accept,
Gerald demanded to know,
master of education degree, and finish my education.
Vietnam on April 22 when his on behalf of her son, the Bronze
"Who was driving that car?"
VERNELL HOBSON
and George, a bachelor of fine George readily admits that unit came under heavy enemy Star Medal for "distinguishing
She
said
that
her
resister
arts.
wouldn't
without Delores " he
fire near Cua Rung.
During himself by outstanding mentorplied, "I was driving it, and
"I've gotten quite an educa- have had the patience to con- the initial exchange
of fire, ious service
in connection
what
difference does it make?
tion from the variety of jobs tinue studying.
then
waitress,
and
diffiing
with
the
three men in his company were with ground operations against Police had very little
And don't you know you are on
I've held since my high school -She's a very strong person seriously wounded,
a hostile force in the Republic culty in capturing a suspect the youth pulled the pistol from
graduation in 1958," George and a good influence on me," "With complete
disregard of Vietnam during the period last Sunday morning about 6 his pocket and slapped the private property?"
said. "But none of those jobs he added. "I thought several for his own safety," according January to April 1969."
a.m. after they had received young waitress on the side of She said that at that point,
has excited me more than the times about going to my famduthoew
ent over tohtoheerr artisgshhe
a call that the Harlem House the head to emphasize that he re
field of art."
ter and
ily for financial help, but Dewith
restaurant at 984 Mississippi meant business.
George graduated from Mel- lores always said that we had
fist. As she attempted to
s his
g
blvd. had been held up at gun- The patron said tast
rose High School where he was started our own problems and'
to her sister's rescue, she
point and $235 carried away by tried to keep his eyes in his
an end on the football team. He we would have to be the ones
a youth about 17.
coffee cup, afraid that the rob. sa d, the father began beatmet his wife there and Delores to work them out—by ourAs the officers were cruising' ber would turn hi attention to ing her.
graduated in 1959. Following
down Mississippi blvd._ they the customers, he did notice The mother tried to go to the
graduation, George ioined the Mrs. Walker who has been
to her
m da
nuoghhsters, accorddaughters,
the
saw someone walking down the that the weapon was being g of
Army and served with the mili- teaching the first grade at
ing
Hobson, and
sidewalk with two bags, and l waved nervously •
Transportation
'
Secretary
of
tary police in Vietnam. He re- Hanley
E I ementary
School
on the side of them in bold let- None of the five men at- elder Pulliam pulled a black
turned to Memphis in Jaeuary since 1964 knows how to strug- John A. Volpe has announced
ters was "Harlem House."
tempted to interfere in a n y jack from his back pocket and
1961 and joined the Memphis gle.
the appointment of George W.
struck the mother in the head.
way with the robbery.
as
identified
The youth, later
Police Department where he She enrolled at Owen College Haley, a Morehouse College
She said that her mother
Hawkins,
17,
of
550
Paul
L.
manMrs.
the
Ella
Garret,
remained until resigning to be- for two years before transfer- 'graduate, as chief counsel of
yelled for someone to go in the
began
to
run,
Cambridge,
but
restaurant,
told
ofager
the
of
come a fulltime student.
ring to Memphis State in 1961. the Urban Mass Transportation
after a short case he surrend- ficers that the boy came in house and get a gun, but the
felt that since I had "The tuition was less at Administration.
ered. With the loot from the and asked for two cheesebur- men prevented them from enbeen out of school for so long, 1 Memphis State and I needed to Haley, 44, a resident of Kanrobbery, he was found to have gers and a milkshake, and then tering the house.
should reorient myself to class- save money if at all possible." sas City, Kansas, and a former
a .38 calibre pistol,
robbed her as she was about The savage beatings conwork," George said, "so I en- she noted. "George and I were member of the Kansas State
tinued, the younger sister said,
Some
five
customers
were
in
to
give him the food.
rolled at Lemoyne College for married during the summer Senate, at the time of his apthe Harlem House when the The boy was carried to Ju- until their sister-in-law, Mrs.
one semester before coming to after my first semester of pointment was a practicing atyouth entered, and one, who venue Court to await a hearing Jennie Ray Hobson, arrived
VESTER HOBSON
Memphis State in 1966. Since teaching and then I started torney with the law firm of
did not wish his name used, on the charges of armed rob- from across the street and,
coming to Memphis State, I working on him to get him back Stevens, Davis and Haley in
screamed,
"Why
are
you
beat-'
said the man has never oeen
said that at first he thought bery and carrying a deadly
have worked in the Alcoholic to his neglected college work." Kansas City.
ing them?" and the Pulliams' arrested.
the young man was just play- weapon.
Rehabilitation Center at the Mrs. Walker worked evenings Secretary Volpe said: "The
backed off, got into their truck,
Shelby County Penal Farm, in and weekends as a seamstress appointment of George Haley
But at a hearing last Friday
and drove away.
Work-Study to put herself through college. adds another capable, experithe University's
Miss Hobson said that they morning, he was required to
Program in the Art Department In addition, she contributed enced, and dynamic person to
'reported the incident to the post $1,000 bond and a trial
and as an assistant to the Pub- weekly to the support of her fill a key post in the Departpolice, and that Fayette County date set for November.
lic Information Office's Art brother and sister.
ment.
Deputy Sheriff Clem Doyle
The younger Pulliam was
"George Haley's experience
came to their home, saw how
tried last Friday at a Juvenile
on a U. S. Congressional Staff
profusely their mother was
and in the State Legislature, A number of administrative School in the same position. bleeding from the head wounds, Court hearing and found guilty
his active participation in com- changes were announced when Lauderdale Elementary was and told them to carry Mrs. of assault and battery, d7hmunity affairs with the Urban the Board of Education m et formerly the Walker Street Ele- Hobson to a doctor for immedi- ing the peace and trespassing
and placed on probation until
League and Republican Party, last Friday, and involved the mentary School.
ate treatment.
he is 21.
and his legal knowledge utiliz- appointment of principals and Leonard Holley, who was a
Although they swore out a
ed as a lawyer, a member of assistant principals,
teacher at Porter Junior High warrant charging Pulliam with The Pulliams own a grocery
city government, and a state O'Ferrell V. Nelson, w h o School, has been named teach- assault and battery, assault to
store where 99 per cent of the
law maker makes him an in- had been assistant principal of er-principal of Weaver Elemen- murder, trespassing and
sis- patronage is black, and a strict
valuable member of the Urban Sherwood Junior High School, tary School.
turbing the peace, Miss Hobson boycott was called for as a
Mass Transportation Adminis- was named
supervisor of the
protest to the beating of the
tration team."
Division of Records and Atthree Hobsons.
After Haley received his LLB
tendance in the Department of
Degree from the Universtiy of
More than 3,000 persons
Pupil Services.
Arkansas Law School, he began
attended the rally last ThursRay
C.
Thomas
was
named
practice of law in 1951; served
day night, and feeling ran high
as a member of the congres- acting assistant director of the
as the women described the
Community
Learning
Laborasional staff of Representative
savage beatings they suffered
Robert F. Ellsworth (Rep., tory where he had held a teach- A baptismal service will take phis, and this week will make
place following the morning the third Saturday that services'from their white neighbor.
Kansas) 1960-1964; employed ing position.
as an Assistant City Attorney, Rochester Neely, Sr., was service under the Big Bible have been conducted on Satur- Miss Hobson says that she
1955 - 1965; served in the Kan- promoted from assistant prin- Tent at 976 E. McLemore on day at the site between College believes that the beatings were
sas State Senate, 1965-1968, cipal of Manassas High School this Saturday, Aug. 23, and will
the result of some difficulties
and Azalia on McLemore.
where he served as Chairman to principal of Vollentine Ele- be conducted by Evangelists C.
she has had in the office
the
subjects
to
be
disAmong
and
J.
M.
mentary
B.
Rock
of
Atlanta,
School.
of the Kansas Senate Public
of
the Farmers Home Adminiscussed by Evangelist Rock laUtilities Committee; Vice Chair Charles Jones was promoted Doggette of Memphis.
tration in Somerville where she
week
will
be:
"Seven
ter
this
from
administrative
intern
to
Services have been held
man of the Senate Public Welworks as one of two assistant
Bible Ways the World Could Come clerks to the
fare Committee; and member assistant principal of Sheffield nightly under the Big
elder Pulliam's
m eat: to an End," on Thursday night, wife, Mrs. Lorene
of the Banks and Banking, Fed- High School.
desof
, and has
tTreanettesince
d h
Pulliam, who
Aug.
21;
and
"Who
is
the
FireJesse
Joseph
was
promoted
hundreds
eral and State Affairs, IndusIs
the
main
clerk
in the office.
Hell?"
on
Friproof
Man
Over
trial Development and Aero- from administrative intern to phians
Aug.
24:
night,
"What
day
is
assistant
principal
of
crowd
ignored
MuniciLester
A
capacity
nautics, Judiciary and
The 3,000 blacks attending the
High School.
brief showers last Sunday night the Question that God Can't rally planned to boycott the
palities CornmitteesAnswer?"
A member of Alpha P h i Lee Hopkins. assistant prin- to hear the Blendwrights, a
entire city of Somerville until
Alpha Fraternity, a Thirty- cipal of A. B- Hill Elementary family singing group from Services each night begin justice is done in the case.
black
history taught by
Second degree Mason amd School, was named principal Germantown, Ohio. They gave with
of
welfare proposal and how it would work
James Farmer Assistant Secretary
member of the Board of Direc- of Lincoln Elementary School. selections before and after the Evangelist Barry Black of Although Mrs. Hobson has
for them and others. Mr. Farmer is shown
returned home, her daughter
Health, Education and Welfare visited Mein Mrs. Mildred Carver, prin- sermon delivered by Evangelist Baltimore.
tors of the Kansas City Urban
above with Albert Gore and the Rev.
phis to speak to people living in the
League, Haley is former Vice cipal of Dunbar Elementary Rock.
Special buses will carry next says that she is only in fair
Harold Middlebrook.
M A P South Area. During his speech he
Chairman of the Kansas Young School, has been transferred The Big Bible Tent has enter- Saturday's audience to the site condition as a result of injuries
told the group about President Nixon's new
1 Republican Federation.
to
Lauderdale
she sustained in the beating.
Elementary ed it. seventh week in Mem- of the baptismal services.

Artist Will Go West 'Silver Star Awarded
To Dead Hero's Mother
To Seek His Fortune

Invaders Will Help

•14ervous Patrons Watch
Harlem House Hold-Up

Former State Senator
A, ppointed Top Post

Promotions Announced
At Friday Board Meet

Big Baptismal Service
Planned For Saturday
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MSU's Black Dean
Spans Generatio n Gap
li
e

SATURDAY, AUGUST 23, 1969

Powell At
Odds With
Congress

Appointment ft.
Disappointing
Says Young

k.

is
highly qualified, of education is to create lead- ter held at Booker T. Washingthrough his studtes and experi- ers."
ton High School. He late l
enee, to serve in advisory ca- "I also hope to place black taught
social studies at Holly1
panty for many students and applicants in meaningful posi- wood
Junior High School.
student-faculty activities • .. tions at Memphis State and
He entered graduate school'
his academic backgrouud, in in the community."
addition to his pracitcal ex- A former teacher at River- at Northeastern Illinois State
NEW YORK — Whitney M. Young, Jr., of
perience will assist greatly in view Jtmior High School, dean College in 1967 on a fellowsift) and
the National Urban League, said Monday
in 1968 received his
broadening the already wide Davis - is also a post graduate
the appointment of Judge Clement F.
masters degree in Inner City
perspective of our student per- student at
Memphis State
Ha vnsworth to the Supreme Court was "disstudies.
During
this
period
sonnel office."
University.
appointing" but he expressed hope that
study
concentration
plat.
was
Dr. C. C. Humphreys, presi- Born in Peoria, Ill., he
"the elevation to the highest court would
was ed on the history and culture
WHITNEY YOUNG
dent, Memphis State Univer. reared. in Memphis..He attend.
broaden the judge's viewpoints."
ot
the
American
Indian,
the
so that sectional views would give way to
sity made the above statement ed . Wilberforce University
ul American Negro, the Applachithe duty to be a high court justice for all
Young said he had expected that Pres.
about Ernest K. Davis, Jr., the Ohio, working to pay his ex
an
mountain
migrant
and
the people of this country."
ident Nixon "would appoint someone of more
university's first dean of stu. oenses
his
before. earning
with
Monday
U.
(UPI)
S.
filed
WASHINGTON
tions
—
—
Haynsworth, of Greenville, S.C., is chief
pronouncvd liberal credentials to maintain
dent relations. Dean Davis will bachelor of science degree in Spanish speaking Americans.
Jr. District Court Judge George
Powell
Clayton
While working on his doctorate Adam
judge of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
the balance on the court.
assist Dr. Jess Parrish, newly social science in 1957. Whi!e l _.
and the House of Representa- L. Hart Jr., who is charged
Fourth Judicial Circuit.
appointed vice president for there. he was on the Deans at Memphis State last year,
tives are still about $80,000 with carrying out the Supreme
Davis
Mr.
joined
teaching
the
"However," he said, "I would hope that
Young said that "at this crucial point in
student
several List for academic excellence
affair', in
the elevation to the highest court would
Riverview Junior High apart on the issue of his exclu- Court's mandate to explore
history the nation cannot afford to lose the
areas. Specifically the new six times and served as vice staff of
sion from the 90th Congress, what further proceedings may
broaden the judge's viewpoints" as similar
crusading ieformist spirit that has characblack dean, will serve as staff President of both his senior School.
with no signs the gap will Dar- be warranted and effect a set- appoinI ment have liberalised others,
terized the court in recent years."
Dean
lives
Davis
with
his
achisor for the student reli.:class and the student council.
tlement of the historic case.
TOW.
gious council, assist in student l Mr. Davis returned to Mem- wife at 4938 Ortie Drive. His
, have sewers. She also said the
is
teacher
also
wife
a
in
the
government association affairs. phis, after graduation, as a
So far as the House is con- Reflecting House resentment
only way to stop this i njuscity
school
system.
and serve as advisor to the boy's work secretary for the
cerned, the Harlem Democrat over the Supreme Court rultice is to go to MLG&W and
33
of
Dean
years
until
age,
At
he
YMCA
Schraff
Black
Abe
ing,
Association.
t
h
e
attorney,
House
S t udent
has almost nothing coming to
protest.
Dean Davis wii! also serve as was inducted into the Army Davis seems to have achieved him, despite the Supreme Court Bruce Bromley, wrote Hart
During the past few weeks
personal fulfillment, and the ruling the House illegally bar- that the lawmakers do not
an advisor for other student in 1958.
i Miss Crenshaw and other memorganizations and as traffic In 1962 dean Davis entered student body and faculty have red him for an entire two-year agree with the decision and
bers of C 0 S T have been picappeals officer in campus traf- teaching as an instructor of much to be grateful for hay- term starting in 1967. The there was no way of knowing
keting businesses of MLG&W
tic violation cases.
military science at Douglas ing such a man on the adminis- House said it was willing to what the House might do about
Board
members, City Counstaff.
trative
lahe
position
a court order to give Powell Cornelia Crenshau, head of take care of sewer
pay court costs of $1,363,42.
Mr. Davis said that Mem- High School. a
expense, cil and those businesses that
back
pay.
the
phis State has a long way to
newly
formed organization and yet they insist on this un- act as
Powell's
In
collection agencys for
go. but they are making an
view he is en- "It is our clients' position COST (CITIZENS OPPOSED fair tax."
MLG&W.
effort, which is more than can
TO
STARVATION
TAXES)
titled to several that Mr. Powell is not entitled
During a meeting with newly
has had an escalation
be said for other universities.
thousand dollars to any further relief in this called Mayor Loeb's recent appointed
president
of of its activities in an effort to
that are considered more pro
in other allow- action, and that the action proposa Ito reduce the Sewer MLG&W Miss Crenshaw said:
get the sanitation and sewer
Fee.
gessive. It is now time to
ances, and he should be
"He told us that the estimation fees removed. Included in these
dismissed." Bromley
get down to cases and MemMiss Crenshaw, whose lights, of bill would stop for a time,
also should re- said.
phis State seems to be doing
gas and. water have been cut which made me very happy." activities is a mass meeting to
cieve suspension
be held Thursday night at
thiIs,
of the $25,000 Powell's lawyer, Herbert 0. off for the past 69 days, said, Mrs. Crenshaw reported that Christ
DURHA M, N. C — The justice . . ." They also cover,
M i s sionary
Baptist
He stated. "Students have
"The
city
has
enough
Reid,
wrote
fine the House
money to a large number of citizens are Church, Rev. Eddie
Hart that the
Forty-fourth Annual Convention ed other meaningful social
Currie,
priority over any of my other
levied as a con- emoluments of the office de- pay the sanitation workers and paying a sewer fee that don't pastor.
of the National Bar Association areas of concern to the Negro.
duties, my job is to aid the
dition
on
his
beheld at the Durham Hotel a n d The convention played host to
nied Powell should be restored,
students and I plan to work
Nlotel. July 29 through August such noted speakers as Judge ing seated this year in the new and the
resolution fining the
for them and with them- 2. attracted several of the naSidney A. Jones. Jr., Judge of Congress.
students come first and foreCongressman
should be declarLion's most prominent authori- the "Warren Era." The HonorThese were the official posiv
l
most
and
everything
else
ed null and void because it
----ties of black affaris to the con- able Howard Lee, Mayor of
comes after the students."
I vention. The convention-goers Chapel Hill, North Carolina,
' represented "a
continuation
\
In reference to the duties stressed more involvement and and the Honorable Henry Frye,
of
unconstitutional
ex-,
of the university, dean Davis backing in black efforts.
a member of the General As. elusion."
said, "It must be a "Commu-, Charles M. Waugh, president semblv of the State of North
iversity." We are the leaders1 of the National Bar Association, Carolina.
Hart who solicited the statein the community. Not only explained the role of the group
ments in search for compromise
Malcolm
X
Fuller,
Howard
that we produce the commu-;in terms of the black revoluLiberation University organizer
set oral arguments for August
nity leaders, because of thisl tion. Waugh stated that, "The
27.
we cannot exist in a vacumn legal profession is the most explained the role and actions
A.C. WILLIAMS
CHRIS TURNER
of the college student while, in
A non-Texan who
The "Loveman burns with
but must operate in conjunc- segregated of all professions."
lies
equally
afternoon
luncheon
w•Il
an
the HonEbony Soul 3:P.M.-7:P.IA.
tion with the community for,He added. "The NBA will be
630 - 9:00 A.M.
orable Robert Morgan, Attor- Charles F. Little, a junior,
its development."
and should be a catalyst to at- ney General of the State of music major at Kentucky
State
He continued, "the purpose tack this problem."
North Carolina. spoke on the College, will be presented in
Waugh called for the conven- terms "law, order, and just- recital at the Shady Grovel
tion to work in congruence with ice."
Baptist Church at 1821 Kansas
its theme entitled "Crisis a n d Friday, Assistant Secretary st., on Sunday, Aug. 24, at 6 Returned by popular Demand
Challenge: The Black Lawyer Samuel C. Jackson of the De- p.m.
UNDER 18 NOT ADMITTED!
1969." He also called for, partment of Housing and Urban
A pianist, Mr. Little will be
black lawyers to act as spokes- Development pointed out t h e playing
some of his own commen for college students in an racism that existed in property positions. He
will give the
attempt to cut off disorder.
law. Jackson charged the law- same program that was preBoth Waugh and president -4 yers with getting Negroes in- sented
earlier this summer at
ROBERT "HONEYBOY" THOMAS
LEE ARMSTRONG
elect William E. Peterson, call- volved in planning as well as the St.
'DIA's Resident Soul Dr.
Memphis' to rated. The
Peter Baptist Church.
"Powers on" 9.00-12 neon
ed for -more participation by becoming involved in non-profit There will be
Hawk" rodiot•s
"Mighty
no admission
7:P.M, - Ellanite
blacks in the administration of housing sponsorship.
charge, but donations will be
accepted.
NEWSSPECIALS
• The Rev. Waddell Johnson
NIGHTLYWITH
8:20
is pastor of Shady Grove Baptist Church.
10./MMMMINNEIMEMIMIIMMEMM

War On City Fees

Miss Crenshaw Escalates

Black Lawyers' Group
Holds Meet In Durham

TOST

Charles little
To Play Sunday
At Shady Grove

Statioll
of The Year

DA!SY

Save a bundle!

Lease trucks from

PLUS
THUNDER BOLT NEWS
AND

-.CARL CARSON!

INFORMATIVE

"Wailiraseki

Ol

t. Copied..nue, CuaElect

,
4101‘111
)
..
.111P
iv•-t

New Bethel Plans neer
JIM BROWN
Missionary Day
The Missionary Society
of New Bethel Baptist Church
at 907 S. Parkway East will
celebrate its annual Missionary
Day on Sunday, Aug. 24, at 3
p. m.
Mrs. Thelma L. Wren will be
the guest speaker. The public is
invited.
Mrs. Mary Ellen Brown is
president, and Mr s. Fannie
Bynum reporter.
The Rev. Dave Bond is pastor of the church.

JACK PORTER
Does his thing •och
day Noon 'til 3:P.M.

nik.K.TAYL OR

RUFUS THOMAS
"The Dog barks for the
late sqt Midnite-4:A.M.

PLUS!
THE LAUGH HIT OF 4
THE YEAR!
Bottled in Scotland Blended Scotch Whisky 86 8 Proof. Imported by Somerset Importers, Ltd., New York, N.Y.
Jack

alter

Lernmon Matthau
The Odd Couple

,.

AWNINGS! . . V
METAL
CANVAS
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A

_

,
!
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SUPERIOR QUALITY—LOW PRICE— UNIXCELLED
WORKMANSHIP—EASIEST TERNS—QUICK SIRVICE
FREI ESTIMATES WITHOUT OBLIGATION
Beautiful-Custom Made
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The Thermador Self-Cleaning Electric Oven really is different It's
the only self-cleaning oven with its
own built-in exhaust system. And
the door is self-sealing — no leakage — no gasket to replace.

As a companion to the Thermador
Self-Cleaning Oven, choose the
versatile Thermador Griddle 'n
Grill. You can barbecue, rotisserati er griddle ... all this and 4
convenient elements too.
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Society Blamed
In Race Friction
On Marine Base

Annual Women's Day will be Georgia V. Harvey, a member
observed at Progressivr Baptist
of Princeton Chapel AME Zion,
Church at 394 Vance ave. on
Sunday, Aug. 24, and the public Church. Music will be sung by
the women's chorus of Progresis invited.
Mrs. Ruby . Watson will pre- sive, directed by Mrs. Alberta,
side as suPerintendent during Morris and
Mrs. Rosa Jamison.'
the Sunday school, which starts The theme for the day
will be
at 9 a.m., and the lesson sum- "The Power of Christian
Wommary will be given by M rs. en in Today's Chaotic World."
Celestine Williams, a member Miss Connie Scullark is proBy ROYAL BRIGHTBILL
170 square mile base, billed as
of Olivet Baptist Church.
gram chairman, and Mrs.
the
"world's most complete
CAMP LeJELJNE, N. C. —
The speaker for the morning omi Jones co-chairman. amphibious
training ibas e,"
service at 11 will be Mrs. NaoMrs Helen H. Bowen is chair- Airman C. B. Lawson, son of (UPI) — Racial friction'at
mi Holliday, a member of New, man of Women's Day, and Mrs.! Mr. and Mrs. Sammie L. Law- Camp LeJeune, manifest in 190 said they are afraid to walk at
Hope Baptist Church,
Rosie Stewart co-chairman.
1 son of 5511 Lamar, Memphis, assaults on black and, white night on the installation.
The guest speaker for the pro-I The Rev. 0. C. Collins, Sr., is' has completed b asic training Marines from Jan. 1 to July A Navy corpsman assigned
gram at 3 p.m will be Mrs.! minister of the Church.
at Lackland AFB, Tex., and 31, is & reflection of society as1 to the Second Division, scene
is assigned to Chanute AFB, a whole, said Maj. Gen. Mif most ot thassaults,e
said
III., for training in alrcrsfl chael P. Ryan, commander of
maintenance. He is a 1969 the Second Marine Division. sonic men sleep with knives
graduate of Capleville High
and pistols for their own pro"Is there any segment of the tection
School.
Jesse Epps, Assiriact. to 'fhe employees told them to bring.
country that has not been afRyan said sonic men might
PitAi4Wil of ?Ilk AMERICAN their lunch." Epps stated.
1 ganization's clubhouse at 943 fected?" he asked in 'a recent
with w eapons. but were
sleep
1 1...t.EKATION
interview.
OF STATE, Epps said that the action Volletine
ave., and three prizes
COUNTY and Municipal Em
in violation of the law. He
-!by the board was a violation of will be given to holders of lucky Of the 190 assaults. 122 have
ployees, said he was serving the agreement
set up by the tickets.
involved blacks attacking said he did not plan a general
notice on the Board of Educa- board
with the union,- and unles The fish fry will start at
white and 14 have involved shakedown to find out because
tion this week in behalf of Food justice was
done the whole p.m., and, prizes will be cash: whites attacking blacks.
such a mo e wJeld be non-proService Employees.
' agreement would be off.
including $15.00 first prize; On July 20. a roving gang of d
i,unestiiovne.,, and "might increase
Mr. Epps charges that the
$10.00 second prize, and $5.00 30 Negro and Puerto R i c a n
Board of Education is demandthird prize.
'
Marines attacked 14 whites,,
ing that these employees par- /". •
Tickets may be cbtained , one of whom died a xceek later Since the , July 20 assault,
ticipate in a three day in-serv- Civic Club
from Mrs. Freddie Gatlin by'of a fractured skull.
.the general has moved forceice training lab. without pay.
. calling 525-5222; Jesse James, Five of the alleged assailantsifully in an attempt to reduce
He calls this a violation of
president of the club, by stop- were charged with murder, the number of assaults in his
the contract set up between
ping at the Klondyke Food rioting and 14 counts of assault. command which includes 18,the Union and the Board of.
Center, and by calling W. B. Another 25 were returned for 000 men in a half-mile by two
Education. He stated, '
"These'
Harris at 276-9509.
questioning from the Mediter- mile wide strip along the New
low paid employees should ebse A
The club held its regular ranean where they had been River.
provided the same program as,
monthly meeting at die club- on station_ with ships of the
The commander increased
the professional employees."
The Klondyke Civic Club will house on Wednesday. Aug. 13. Sixth Fleet.
"To add insult to injury, a sponsor a fish fry on Friday
Mrs. Vera Moten is club The unit to which the s u s-, mobile security patrols, douportion Of a letter sent to the night, August 29, at the or- reporterpects belong was shipped outj bled sentries in areas where
the day after the fatal brawl. assaults are most likely to ocAuthorities at the base said, cur, and provided increased
the fights occurred after a "go-i communications.
ing away" party.
Ryan said the frequency of
Some men assigned to the assaults, which generally are
brief encounters involving muggings, has decreased significantly, but still average
a bout
•
!four per week.

Epps Serves Notice On Board

To sponsor
Fish Fry

Baked In MemphisbyMempnions
....rushed r heddolly to your big
Iiogue & Knott supermarket for
-naximum freshness.

MINISTERS

FOR SALE OR TRADE
LARGE BRICK CHURCH
CENTRAL HEAT & AIR CON.
CLASS ROOM &
COMMUNITY CENTER

WILL FINANCE!
SMITH
ded

GODWIN
GENERAL CONTRACTORS

Ca

Licen

He said racial differences
are not the only reason for the
assaults. "This problem transcends racial problems," he
said, "if you had racial coIt was recently announced hesiveness, you'd still have a
at Southern University that problem."
Claude Paxton, of J. S. Clark The general referred to the
High, in Opelousas, will take transient nature of Second Diover as interim track coach vision Marines who return here
during the absence of Richard front Vietnam or are assigned
Hill.
here from boot camp and mill
Paxton who was granted a
isequently shipped overseas. To
sabbatical leave by the St.
emphasize the point, the genLandry Parish School
Board,jeral quoted statistics which
begins his duties at Southern
show that although the normal
on Sept. 1.
population of the Second DiviThe new Jag track mentor sion area is about 18,000
nearcomes to the school bearing ly 28,000 have been in and out
impressive credential. Nine- of the area ince January.
teen of his twenty-one years as
-a coach have been spent lit
the Opelousas school.
He is founder of the J. S.
Clark Relays, held yearly.
which is the oldest Negro high
school track meet in existence
in the state. The meet was begun in 1951. Paxton also or- State Representative James
ganized the Central Coaches, I. Taylor was guest speaker 1
and Officials Association al for the Unique Club last Sunsix-parish group which func-'day afternoon, when the ortions as part of the LIALO.
ganization met at the Centenary
The Xavier University (New United Methodist Church.
Orleans) graduate holds mem- Some 35 persons were on
berships in the Southwestern hand to hear the District 5Conference Officials Associa- representative speak on the
tion, the Golden West Track topic: "How Can Memphis be
Association and n umerous made a Better Place to Liver
civic and fraternal organiza- Frank Chatman is president
of the Unique Club.
tions.

Unique Club
Tayior
He

We R•serr• Th• Right
To Limit duentiriis

MORRELL'S

SMOKED
SAUSAGE ib.59
R1CHTEX or HOGUE & KNOT Veg.

SHORTENING
316 can 490

BETTY CROCKER

POTATOE
BUDS
20oz 63

MID-SOUTH'S LARGEST CHEVROLET DEALER

1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK

1518 LAMAR

DUBON BABY

LIMAS
20oz Poly Bag

29

4321 SUMMER
3384 N. THOMAS 911 SO THIRD
3362 SUMMER

k N. to 1 F' N.
Open Sundays for For Your Shopping Convenience 9
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Mt. Olive Cathedral
To Host Annual Meet

MSU Has Funds To Aid
Its Nursing Students

By RACHELLE L. CARHEE ing elders, the Revs. N.
Charles Thomas, R. G. Elam,
The C h r istian
Nurses enrolled at Memphis year program which upon comMethodist T. M Davis, DeWitt Alcorn,
Episcopal
J a ckson-MemphisState
University can expect pletion qualifies the student to
Honeysucker and E. E.
West Tennessee Annual Confer- Robert
917,000 in financial assistance receive an association of arts
Dunnigan.
ence is being held at the Mt.
annually, the de partment degree in nursing. Students
Olive Cathedral from Tuesday
All sessions will be held at
chairman has been notified.
then must pass the state board
night, Aug. 19, and will run Mt. Olive, which is located at
through Sunday. Aug. 24.
538 Linden at.
Mrs. Lois Holloman, chair- exam to be licensed as regisThe meeting will begin with The
Christian
Methodist
tered nurses.
man
of the MR.1 department of
the Rev. Lynell Carter of El- Episcopal Church was founded
dorado, Ark., as the speaker. In 1870 and will observe its
nursing since July of this
Communion services will be centennial celebration in Memyear said the Department of
administered by the Rev. B. phis during a general confer-,
Health, Education and WelJulian Smith, presiding bish- ence meeting here in May 1970.
fare has notified her that
op, and assisted by the presidDuring the annual confer$6,000 in scholarships and
ence, the centennial birthday
I gifts will be reported. They
AIRMAN JESSE N. Burford, 811,000 in loans will be made
!are to be used for minimum
son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles available to her students each .
'salaries. c h urch extension,
H. Burford, 2508 Calvert ave.,
year.
Christian education and penMemphis, has completed basic
The Temple Church of God
sion funds.
training at Lackland AFB, The loans will be presented
in Christ at 672 S. Lauderdale
A panel discussion is schedTex., and is assigned to Shep- to the nursing students
based
uled for Thursday night with
will observe annual Youth
pard AFB, Tex., for training
VOLUNTEER WORKERS — Children from
house in one of the poorer sections of the
on
their
personal
need
and
,t presidents of CME educational the Northeast participated in a summer
in the transportation field. A
Day
on Sunday, Aug. 31.
city. Directing the project is Carl Bren' institutions speaking on "The
1967 graduate of Douglass also on their scholastic qualifiworkcamp program in Ripley, Tenn., this
ner, an assistant principal in New York
The public, and especially
'Contributions of the Church summer, and are seen
High
School, he
attended cations.
here repairing a
City, and his wife Audrey.
through Education InstitutionMemphis State University be.
the young people of the city,
The Department of Nursing
al Colleges and Seminaries."
fore entering service.
is invited to all activities of
The Annual Conference Choir'
was begun at Memphis State the day.
leen
ager
s
' 'will be directed by Wilford
in Sept., 1967, and will graduGlenn, minister of music for
ate its first class of 13 Aug. 23. Mrs. Frances Flagg is coMt. Olive Cathedral. The Rev
ordinator, Eddie Morris chair•
The second class has 30 stu- man, Miss Donna McDavid,
The Rev. Theodore C. Lightfoot
dents enrolled and the fall'co-chairman, and Matthew W.
Will be host pastor Or the
semester will bring 60 students McNeal chairman of publicity.
conference.
A group 01 14 teenagers from sponsored by the American!weekends traveling to
to this growing department.
On Friday night, Aug. 22, at
Elder J. E. Booker is pastor
The nursing course is a two-lof the church.
1:30 Georgia State Represen- the Northeast have been i n Jewish Society for Service!places in Tennessee
different7 i il
ftative Ben Brown of Atlanta Ripley. Tenn.. since the first of which describes itself as "an 'neighboring states.
'will speak at the 12th Annual July participating in a summer,independent national organize
Their first major trip was a The Ebenezer Baptist Church
La yemn
Church
Expansion work program with the people tion created in 1950 to give two-day visit to Memphis, where
will observe the 28th anniver,Jews
and
those
other
of
faiths
'Banquet at the Chisca-Plaza I in and around the city.
they stopped at Le Moyne Colopportunity
'an
perform
to
huREP. DEN BROWN
sary of its pastor, the Rev. E.L.
Hotel
The summer program is
manitarian service in fulfill- lege, Overton Park and downSlay,
in services to be held at
town
Memphis.
The
enure
group
ment of the highest teachings
spent
a
Sunday
using
church
the
the
Aug. 20-24. The pubfaciJudaism."
of
lities of the Memphis Jewish lic is invited. Guests for t
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
he
The summer work progr a m Community Center.
Place Your Order Now
services will be Golden Le a f
was inaugurated by AJSS presiOther
trips
will
be
to
Church
Baptist
NashFor
congregatio
Individuals And Groups
n
dent Henry Kohn, a Manhattan
attorney as a means of enab- ville, Mammoth Cave in Ken- and the minister, the Rev. L.
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
ling young people to serve oth- tucky, Hot Springs Nat ional A. Hamblin, at 3 p.m.
Park
Arkansas
in
and
St.
Louers.
CUSTOM
TAILORS
is.
Members of the Tree of Li I e
Like all such movements, it
Baptist Church will also be
1.started in a small way but with I This summer the group h a s
INC.
[the passage of years, more and , participated in a variety of proj- guests, and their minister, t h e
more applicants have clamored ects ranging from work on a Rev. Isiah Rowser, will be the
248
Voice
Ave.
JA 7-9320
to pay for the privilege of hard iplayground to construction on master of ceremonies.
individual
homes.
Their
Nomphis. Totowa*
first
work.
project was a playground f o r Mrs. Adessa Steverson is
'YOUR Company Aloha What Yee Ask by And
The young workers are being Henning.
Cretans What You Think
chairlady, and Jesse Bonner the
directed by Carl Brenner, an asAlessmeimorime.
chairman.
Funds
for
it
were
appropriat-I
sistant principal from N e w
York City, and his wife, Au- ed last year, but the proj e c t
never got off the ground, but
drey.
New Yorkers with the group this year the workcampers laid
are Walter Heskes and Cathy out a series of tennis and volleyBaker counselor, Forest Hills; halls courts, built a pitcher's
Mark Hirschfeld and David Taf- Imound. Now with the new playler, counselor, Flushing; Robert ground, the children have a
Stayman, Mamaroneck; Diane worthwhile and enjoyable place
Banyai, West Islip; Janet Ba- to spend their time while their:
rasch, Syosset; Shelley Mayer, parents are shopping.
Scarsdale; Paula Einbender, M The second
project was
Vernon, and Amy Levek, Au: Rice Park in
/
1
2 Price Beer and Set Ups 7:00 9:00
Ripley wnere the
burn.
ects. Members of the group are
Others are Joseph Barg a r, presently at work
in the BotFeaturing "TRADEMARKS" With
Leslie Robinson and Barb a r a tom lands of
the Mississippi
Denhoff, Providence, R. I.; Jan River with
individual families
Krawitz, Philadelphia; C a r yn on various
Jenny Jones 1. Brother Ltd
self-help housing
Joseph, Teaneck, N. J., and repair
projects.
Deborah Sharpe. West Orange,
Formerly Downunder like Club
N.J.
Families provide the materials
To accomplish one of their and campers provide the labor.
°pee Wednesday thru Sunday TOO pm to 230 am
goals for the summer, which is , One crew is build ing a new
to familiarize themselves with room in a house, and ano t h e T1
the area, the group spends some!crew is reconstructing a porch.

Temple Church
Plans Youth Day

articipate
Pay To P
.
n A Work Program At Ripley

Church To Honor

Ebenezer Pastor

Academic Gowns
I Choir Robes, Pulpit,
and Accessories

Grind Opening

1

HS

SHIVILLEMA
Wednesday , August 20th
1187 S. Bellevue

FREE FISH FRY

7:00 P.M. -9:00 P.M.
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eau of the NAAC P; Dr.
George Wiley, the executive
director of the National Welfare Rights Organization and
Mrs. Etta Horne, president,
other
representatives,
with
met with Dainel Patrick Moynihan, a classmate of George
Wiley at Syracuse Uhiversity,
turned
to
his old
friend
and said, "George, this is it.

Suprenies at the Los Angeles Foram, Saturday, Aug. 16. (left to right) Miss Ross,
Toriano, 14, Sigmund, (Jackie), 16, and
Jerrnaine, 13. Seated is eight-year-old Michael, the spectacular lead singer of the
group and right is Marlon, 9. (Motown Photo)

sessions had spread out between the West Wing and the
Executive Office Building like
a field of mushrooms.
Whitney M. Young, Jr., the
executive director of the National Urban League, who only
a week ago had come down
hard on the Nixon administration, was given a "VIP"
briefing early in the day. Later, Clarence Mitchell Jr., director of the Washington bur-

TEACHER — Motown singing star Diana
Ross turns a recording studio into a temporary classroom as she gives star advice
to her proteges, the JACKSON-FIVE. Miss
Ross introduced the JACKSON-FIVE at a
gala Hollywood press party Monday eight
and announced that the remarkably talented group will appear with her and T h e

By ETHEL L. PAYNE
WASHINGTON — All5 week
before the President went on
the air Friday evening to deliver his message nationwide,
was frenetic activity
there
among administration aides to
prepare certain key individuals
and groups in advance of the
speech. The leaks on portions
of the message were running
like water through a sieve and
on the day itself, the briefing

Although the entire plan was
being hailed by some Negro
Republican leaders, like Senator Edward Brooke of Massachusetts, it was being said privately that the new chairman
of the Equal Employment Opportunities Commission. Atty.
William H. Brown III, of Philo
delphia was disappointed because be and other commission members had feld that the
administration in making work
or job 'training a prerequisite
for all able-bodied adults assistance recipients, should at
the same time firmly outlaw
all job discrimination based
on race.

ing fathers who were excluded
from the old program causing
the break-up of thousands of
homes, would be eligible. This
2 times
1
would multiply by 2/
the number of eligible relief
recipients

Instead, in the overall program which would revamp the
nation's assistance to unemployed and low-income breadwinners, a substantial proportion of whom come from minority groups, the Nixon administration merely specified
an extended period of conciliation
between the employer
In essence, the president's and claimant of discriminatiog
nev plan would completely do after which EEOC could exers
,
away with the old welfare sys- rise "cease and exist" powertem. It would retain aid on a
Chairman
present
EEOC's
similar basis as now exists to
Brown did not publicly pursue
all persons who could be provthe matter but resigning Eh:0C
en physically or mentally dismember and ex-chairman of
abled. It would also continue
commission, Clifford Alexthe
blind.
aid to the aged and the
s aid that the change
ander
In fact, it would put a miniasked in EE0Cs powers by
mum of $65 per month in all
the President would mean at
states to all such recipients.
least two or more years of
Completely abolished how- conciliation in each case and
ever, would. be the aid to fami- after that the long delays or
lies of dependent children nro- court action.
gram, the massive giant of the
If the new Nixon proposal
welfare program which now
becomes law, and there is a
children
million
includes 6
good likelihood that it may, in
and 4 million adults and
light of Democratic campaign
which have doubled in recent
statements that the old public
years and would be expected to
welfare system "has pleased
double again by l975.
no one," it would not take full
Under the new assistance to effect for at least until next
family proposals, even work- year,

The new Nixon plans would
also channel funds to the states
with some stipulation about
their being forwarded to urban
certain
of
communities
amounts of population, but
such matters as "equal use of
government revenues" such as
are guaranteed by the four
teenth amendment a general
fragmentation of federal-aidfunds to the many smaller or
suburban or rural places in
most states would be left up to
the mercies of officials of
states like Mississippi, Georgia, South Carolina, etc.

WASHINGTON — The "new
philosophy's
federalism"working welfare plan, which
was presented to the entire nation via television last week
and to Congress in a series of
three detailed addresses to
Congress this week aimed at
revamping and streamlining
all aspects of the general welfare of the U. S. through a
whole series of proposed measures will do little to end raalcial )ob discrimination
though it forces the destitute
unemployed to take even the
most menial job arbitrarily
judged "as right for them, it
would virtually wipe out the
food stamp porgram."

Work Welfare Plan

StoryPehindAidProgram Black Criticize New
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Wiley Branton, the former
director of the United Planning Organization in Washington reserved his evaluation
until he has had more time to
study the plan, but he said he
was "alarmed" at some of the
wording. Still others described
the President's proposals as

Gradually, some parts will
be channeled to other agencies.
0E0 Director Donald Rumsfield has agreed to conduct a
talent search among the already existing staff of CAP for
the new directions and he has
Robert
consideration,
under
Saunddrs, former Florida State
NAACP director to head the
talent search. Volunteers In
Service To America (VISTA)
is to be shifted to HEW.

It was learned that the 0E0
proposed legislation will abolish the Community Action Program and place its functions
under the new field operations
office. The stress will be on
legal and health services.

Mrs. Horne who can be pretty volatile gave Moynihan a
merciless tongue lashing on
this point. White House aides
promised Mitchell and Wiley
and Mrs. Horne that when the
actual legislation was drafted
sometime within the next two
years to be sent to Congress,
they would be called in for
consultation.

Wiley and Mrs. Horne contended that since, safeguards
had already been placed in the
Aid to Dependent Children programs why was it necessary
to abandon ADC.

The answer was that the government could cut off all federal assistance, including aid
to the blind. Mitchell's retort
was that Mississippi could
care less. He feels there shoal
be some provision to give the
states a chance to act, but if
they fail to comply then the
federal government would take
over the responsibility. He
added that the President's
message did not make it clear
safeguards
a d equate
about
against being forced to take
training of jobs nohdesirable
and he said there was cause
for worry about bloc , grants
to the states which they in
turn are to share with the
cities. The dangers here include using the funds as political clout.

Profile

.0111•••••••mMmr.

made tremendous strides.
Dean Ernest K. Davis Jr.,
Dean of Student Relations at
the University said, "this gives
the students insight into how
the university is run and the
type of problems they as freshmen might run into.
Mrs. Brotherton, professor
in the School of Education,
warned the students, that this
summer experience will be
nothing like experiences they
will encounter during the fall
term. She also told them not
to get lost but if they should
to ask somebody to show them

The major objective of the
program was to provide individual and small group instruction so the students could increase their reading effectiveness by improving their vocabulary, interpretation, critical
reading rates. But the program
reading rates But the program
did far more than this, it gave
incentive to some 43 students
who may have had the potential
to attend college but lack financial aid and know how. It also
provided a preview of what
college would be like, something all freshmen should encounter.

-91w
LOEB'S
TENNESSEE PIT BAR-B-0

Students taking part in the
program were, Erskine C. Bell,
Allen B. McDonald, Iretta M.
Cal- in, Evelyn Bolton, Sandra
Y. Mitchell
Joyce Powers,
Theresa A. Duncan, Jerome
Holmes, Jessie Mae Stokes,

Esther M. Guy, Eddie Lee
Robinson, Karen A. Robinson,
Gwendolyn Verdale Rockett,
Lillian Dee Ryerson, Jacqueline
Marie
Ann Taylor, Janice
Thirkield, Ethel Diahne Wiley,
Donna Marie Williams, Michell
Annette Wilson, Edwin Earl
Patrick
Henderson, • B r odie
Clayton, Roscoe P. Braswell,
Connie S. Anderson, Robbie
Marie Pafford, Paula Lynn
Marguerite
Morphis, Sandra
Alston, Bethlynn Faye Anderson, Sara Elaine Carmack,
Ellen Rebecca Clark, Edward
Aaron Colvin, Linda Dale Cross
Lana Faye Curry, Castella
M. Davis, Charolotte M. Davis,
Paulette
G o r don, Deborah
Louise Griffin, Sarah Hill, Darnell Jackson, Susie Malinda
McGraw, Dora E. Mitchell,
Regina Faye Murff. and Diana
Lynn Parnell.

Freshmen Are Given Head Start
In A Summer Program At MSU
By W. A. SENGSTACKE, JR.
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During this summer's program, the students divided their
time between basic English and
Math courses and working in
various it n i versity
offices.
There is no grading system,
rather evaluation was made
of how much the students had
accomplished. An advisor to
the students said they had

the way.
The program was designed
to provide academic and finanEsther M. Guy, a former
cial opportunities for economi- Hamilton student taking part
cally and culturally deprived in the program said, "The prostudents. Developed by the gram has greatly benefited
State of Tennessee in conjunc- me I've done well in English
tion with the Memphis State, and Math."
the university provided,$12.950
Jessie Mae Stokes said, "I've
on a matching basis with the
very
program
state, this gave the school a _enjoyed the
total budget of $25,900 to carry much. It lets most of us know
what is going to happen in the
out this program.
fall."
Last week a luncheon was
held in the University cafeteria
The curriculum for the study
marking the conclusion of the prpgram, was designed in three
program for this year.
parts: (1) student orientation
to college life, (2) preparing
for freshman English, and (3)
study skills and reading.

working poor.
This summer 42 Memphis
Obiviously, to the people in Area high school students had
Mississippi, the $1,600 guaran- the opportunity to experience,
teed income for a family of first hand, the difficulties they
four would be tremendous and will encounter while attending
have the effect of moving them Memphis State. The University's Work Study Program,
into the equivalent of the midwhich allows Memphis Studle class of say, for example, dents, entering the College as
Washington, D. C. However. Freshmen, to get the feel o'
for the same family in a north- the university provided $12,950
various
ern state, the improvements classes and working in
areas of the University Comwould be virtually non-existent.
munity—is now in its aecond
Mitchell raised the question year.
with White House assistants
as to what would happen if
states like Mississippi would
balk at the Social Security Administration's processing of the
federal assistance checks.

Continued From Front Page of families either on relief or
income
It's got to be this way." To in need of additional
because they are so-called
which Dr. Wiley responded:
••It doesn't have to be this
way and it's not going to be
this way.-Something will have
to give. Moynihan's plaintive
appeal was, "George, if you
don't accept this then are you
saying 'I'm a lair'?" Wiley's
answer was, "Pat you said
it so it must be true."
At 4:30 p.m., 20 of the
black appointees under Nixon
the office of
gathered in
presidential assistant, Edward
Morgan, in the Executive Office Building for their briefing.
Suddenly, the President whose
second office is just two doors
away, strolled in to take over
the briefing personally. For
30 minutes he made an impassioned appeal for understanding, leading one participant to believe that he had
borrowed a page from Lyndon
B. Johnson in "selling his
product." The gist of Mr. Nixon's remarks were, that he
knew his black appointees had
been getting a lot of talk that
the Republicans didn't care
about the poor; that he as
President was bowing to Southern pressure and taking the
country back down the road on
civil rights.
The President assifred his
listeners that this was not so.
He said he was totally committed to ending poverty and
he believed that his proposal
was the strongest, most revoluntionary ever made by any
chief executive.
Mr.
Nixon
acknowledged
that there were many people
within his administration who
did not share his commitment,
but he had made the hard decision- and there would be no
retreat in principle, it was a
realistic, but massive program
and he was going all the way
with their help, he wanted to
convince
black
Americans,
white Americans, all of the
disadvantaged of the sineerity
of his administration. Ile got a
standing ovation.
Learning earlier in the week
that Roy Wilkins and Clarence
Mitchell had not been consulted
on the language of the message, Leonard Garment, the
President's old law partner,
who has taken on the assignment of chief civil rights advisor, made frantic efforts to
get Wilkins to Washington for
a talk with the President.
Since Wilkins wasn't available to come, Garment assembled a force of top aides
who had worked on the draft
of the bill and placed them
on standby alert to fly to New
York and conduct a special
briefing for Wilkins. It never
quite worked out, but Garment
kept the wires to New York
burning.
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Mitchell's chief objection to
the proposal is that it does not
contain provisions for assisting
single men and women who
are in need of public assistance, nor does it allow for
married couples without children. So far as the southern
states are concerned, there are
the possibilities for a traumatic and very effective improver•••••••
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Parts costume, basic to the going-place American woman biilliantiv interpreted In
red coral and black double knit wool from the Jaeger collection. Tinmeless classic—
hacking jacket to accompany the long sweep of white ribbed wool sweater.

There are jump suit sand jumper jump suits, all keyed to various companionate
parts. There is a new 8-foot black
crepe
scarf with fringed ends for extra dash.
• • •
The 1989 color range, into which everything falls, to be interchanged at will is:
red coral, black, gold, camel, ivory, camel and deep grey — the
. last especially new
and rich in Welsh wool, a marvelous hange from grey flannel.

The collection interrelates pants (tons of them) and skirts (masses of magic hipriders and the new neat pleated skirts) with blazers, weskits, sweaters, hacking
jackets, coats, overblouses, shirts and jumpers.

In styling, color and size Jaeger fashions for America are intensely individual,
with a cosmopolitan rather than a British air. The fall 1969 collection is designed expressly for the United States, but draws on design and production alliances with Italy.
England, France and the USA.

Although the American organization has maintained the basic Jaeger tenets of
soperb quality and workmanship with a look that sets the classic standard of the day,
the rest of the story is revolution.

The fact that many fine stores now have their own Jaeger department is an outcome both of the current movement for keeping well-coordinated collections together,
and of Jaeger's own longtime tradition for making various units into a single clear
and spritely style statement.

Jaeger America enters its second year as a resource of authority and vitality,
thoroughly entrenched in this country's fashion life.

Individuality With Cosmopolitan Flair

WOMEN

Parts dressing in the Cosmopolitan American moon theme
the spritely Jaeger autumn/winter '69 collection. Camel
hair and wool jacket, smartly double-breasted, is gentle
contract for the gray flannel pleated skirt stitched smooth
at the hipline. Sweater beneath in white ribbed wool knit.
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Black Panthers Stand For What?
While the Justice Department
Ii setting up a special task force
to investigate the Black Panthers
and see if they are in violation of
any federal laws, two of the leading
exponents of the movement are at
odds with each other on the means
of acquiring a power base for the
footloose Panthers.
The argument between Stokely
Carmichael and Eldridge Cleaver
is bereft of idelogical or philosophical overtones. They are agitated
by a difference in points of view as
to the most expeient tactical
means to secure a solid foundation
for the survival of the Black Panther movement.
Carmichael holds to the view
that the Panthers should first build
up their strength before seeking alliance with white pertisans. Of
course, in point of objective reality,
the consolidation of power within
the black orbit does not necessarily
negate the fundamental concept of
liberation to which both men seem
weded.
Cleaver, who is perhaps more
of a revolutionary than Carmichael
clings to the conviction, as he puts
it, that "suffering is color blind
and that the victims of 'imperial-

racism, colonialism and neo-colonaism, racism, colonialism and neocolonalism come in all colors and
they need unity based on revolutionary principles rather than akin
color."
There are merits to both arguments. But the Black Panther movement must decide as to which course
it thinks wise to engage its energy.
What is disnncerting is that the
objectives of the Black Panther
movement are yet unL:csr, Thus far,
it is a movement withoui definition. Is it an organization committed
to militant action as a means of
redressing lingering social ills? Or
is it a loose grouping of men bent
on throwing their weight in the political stream without a fixed formulation of their goals?
The leadership of the movement has produced thus far no
great following among the black
youth, no has it inspired confidence and respect among the old
folk. However laudable may be its
objectives, how long can such a
movement last when the moral integrity and the intellectual responsibility of those who shepherd it
provoke serious inquiries?

Urban League And Ghetto Power

Big Parade

Whitney Young Has'
I Finger On Pulse
Of Black America

"The South's Independent Weelde
By LOUIS MARTIN
Young of the National Urban League
has grown accustomed to the taunts of the extremists
who believe that unless you can make a Molotov
cocktail you have no right to leadership in the black
community.
Like Roy Wilkins of the NAACP,
Whitney belongs to the generation of
iblack public figures who have worked
for radical reforms of our system but
recoil at the thought of a bloody revolution. Whitney shares the great conviction of the late Dr. Martin Luther King
t that you can be militant without guns
and ammunition.
Granted these convictions, Whitney
has demonstrated a keen sensitivity to
the angry mood of young blacks who proclaim their determination to achieve
social changes by "any means necessary."
In his keynote address to the 1969 National Urban
League Conference in Washington recently, Whitney
said:
"Black people and their leadership are continually being told to exercise discipline and responsibility.
But it we are to do this, we must have a stake in
society; we must be given authority with which to
exercise that responsibility. We must have a share
of power."
Whitney also had a message for the triddloe
class citizens who "become outraged at sit-ins, confrontations, and disruptions of public meetings." He
said these methods "cannot be separated from the
real outrages that cause them. Challenges to the
convenience of some people can't be equated with the
real injustices that lead to demonstrations."
He asked: "For what is the loss of convenience
when compared to the lives that are lost and the
young people destroyed by the workings of institutions that do violence to the hopes, dreams, and the
very future of poor people?"
It is one of the great mysteries of our time that
those who run America, the so-called establishment
or power structure, do not recognize that you cannot
treat human beings like dogs and not expect them
to bark and occasionally bite.

To meet these goals, the National Urban League must utilize
the weapons which have brought
results to the more militant civil
rights organizations. Picketing,
boycotting and other strategies
have helped to remove many obstructions in the path to full citizenship.

Whitney believes that civilized human beings in
our time can adopt rational measures to achieve the
kind of triumphs on earth that our astronauts achieved
in landing on the moon. We have got the brains, the
resources and the people to do the job.

These commitments to action,
if carried out, would represent
ghetto power at its best and as
the only effective and sure means
of attaining the desired goals for
the suffering blacks

What is more the black man today knows what is
happening. In his keynote address, Whitney put it
clearly. He said:
"The ghetto poor today know and understand
what is happening. They may have been denied proper
education but they have learned in the schools of the
streets and in the classrooms of poverty, just how
this society is organized and run. They know that
federal subsidies to private corporations and the rich
run to over $44 billion, while subsidies to the poor,
who need it most, are less than a quarter of that.
"They know how power is used to defeat the
powerless, and they now demand a share of the power
in our society. They've been told they are poor because their family structure is wrong, their IQs inferior, their skills non-existent. But they are aware
of the divorce and abortion rates of the white middle
classes; they know rigged IQ tests are not relevant,
and they are painfully aware that discrimination
keeps them from acquiring skills.
"They've dealt with too many mediocre bureaucrats to be awed by the supposed superiority of white
people in white collars. They've worked in too many
private homes and seen the cheating and dishonesty
that characterize their supposedly moral superiors.
"Black people — and other minorities who suffer
poverty in disproportionate numbers — know that
the root causes of this poverty lies not within themselves, but within the institutions of society that seek
.not justice, but perpetuation of their own power.
"The poor will submit no longer. They will accept a fate decreed by frightened men, no longer."
We hope that President Nixon and his official
family and the national leaders in the private sector
get this message. These words come from the lips
of a rational, intelligent and honest leader who is
more concerned with building a better America than
with burning this one up. Whitney's voice is echoed
by the majority of blacks all across the country.
We predict that if the establishment continues
to ignore the warnings of the sane, constructive black
voices today they will certainly be forced to deal with
the black extremists in violent confrontations tomorrow. This is not a threat but an honest evaluation
of the current mood of black youth who feel that life
is becoming less and less worth living.

Dejoie went into exile following the election of Duvalier. A Hai-

tian military court imposed a death
sentence in absentia, finding him
guilty to overthrow the regime of
President Duvalier by force.
He was behind most of the
abortive attempts to oust the present Administration. His death
means that Duvalier has now no
enemy of consequence plotting
against him. He has no one to fear
now but death as he is elected
President of the Republic for life.

Black Power In Alabama
The returns from a special
election in Alabama's Greene County
are an inspiring demonstration of
the power of the ballot when used
intelligently. Negroes were elected
to four of the five seats on the
county commission. They also won a
majority on the county school
board with two other victories
where in the past they had neither

voice nor vote.
These heartening, significant
a n d dramatic successes
were
brought about by a coalition of
black forces which ignored party
lines so determined were they to
assert their rights and attain their
rightful place in the poiltical arena.
Black power marches on.
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Negro organizations of what
ever religious or political or social
persuasion, came to the cold realization, even before the death of
Dr. Martin Luther King, that great
exponent of non-violence — that
social change comes not by entreaties of moralization or compromise
but by heavy blows at the masonary
of resistance. This has been so
throughout history.

President Duvalier's most formidable enemy, Louis Dejoie, an
Immensely wealthy Haitian planter,
died the other day in New York's
Doctor's Hospital after a long illness. He had helped to call strikes
that brought down the governments
of five Presidents prior to the advent of Dr. Duvalier to the Presidency.
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security through expansion of the
Social Security coverage, guarantee
jobs for all who are able to work,
establishment of a family allowance
program through which "every
child in America would get a check
for $40 a month as a matter of
right."

Duvalier Stronger Than Ever

Home Office: 124 East Calhoun Avenue, 526-8397
Memphis, Tennessee 38103

Whitney

The National Urban League's
thrust at yet uncured, but curable,
social ills, is a long awaited step
that should radically change the
image of the league from a cautious, timid, mild service organization to one that is assertive and
militant.

The organization's new shift involves achievement of decent lowcost housing, controlled and operated by the community, economic

Tri-State Defender

The warning implicit in the keynote address of
the Urban League chieftain is clear and relevant.
Whitney is making a valiant effort to communicate
the ugly facts of the black experience to those who
profess an honest desire to do something constructive
about race relations in our country.

What is missing, as we have pointed out before,
is the will to act. As Milton once said to know the
truth and to follow it are two different things. White
America cannot today plead ignorance of the black
man's condition.
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MY VIEW

Salute Associate Justice Back
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
Justice Black.
Associate Judge Hugo L. Black was
Mr. Justice Blaci.
appointed to the Supreme Court Bench
The Supreme Court
in 1937. There is evidence that he had
Washington, D.C.
been a member of the Alabama Klu Klux
My Dear Mr. Justice:
Klan. When Roosevelt suggested his
Years ago during my presiname for the Supreme Court Negroes hit
dency of Morehouse College, I inthe ceiling, I among them. We were
vited you to give a Commencement
right in protesting
address. You were unable to accept.
h i s appointment
I invited you primarily because I
and the president ;
wanted to acknowledge publicly my
was right in reccadmiration for you and to express
ommending .h i m
appreciation for the many far-reachand the Senate
ing decisions you have helped to
was right in apmake to further the cause of jusproving him.
tice in this country.
Hugo Black is a
I write now to tell you in a
great jurist. No
personal letter what I had hoped to
o n e could have
tell you publicly. I am sure that I
predicted a t the
speak the sentiments of black peotime of his apple in the United States and fairpointment that he would turn out to be
minded white people too when I
one of the most liberal judges on the
say to you that we are grateful for
Supreme Court Bench over a period of
what you stand for and for what
thirty years and more. He has stood
you have done and are doing to adwith Chief Justice Warren in all of the
vance the cause of justice for the
history making decisions involving Civil
American people. History will reRights. In almost every case for thirty
cord you as one of the great jurists
years he has been on the liberal side of
of our time.
social and racial issues. The stands he has
If there are others who feel as I do,
taken have not endeared him to many I wish you would write Mr. Black in
white southerners and many people in your own way and tell him that you
Alabama do not like him fee his liberal appreciate his service to the country.
views on race: He has lost friends in the Mr. Black is 83 and I know it would
South and some have tried to ostracise make his heart glad to hear from black
him socially. Hugo Black has not tried people. It would be much better to tell
to be popular. He has interpreted the him now while he can know that we
Constitution as he sees it. If there are appreciate him rather than wait for the
many whites who do not appreciate this inevitable to happen when he will know.
Southern liberal, history will and I hope The fact that Hugo Black come from
black people do. To express my apprecia- Alabama makes his career all the more
tion. I am sending this letter to Associate remarIcable.
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Dear Editor

leston, the County hospital and the eyes of those who are not
also the up-surge that we have as well trained so that they
The American Negro h a s had in Smith Carolina in the might once again capture their
come to the most crucial point various colleges and other imagination and attention, and
in his life, of necessity, he must areas.
give to them hope and the asdecide and do so very quickly
piration of the American
which direction he will travel The militant group at pres- dream.
ent is better organized than
from this junction.
I think we are more divided the Conservative. I believe that It seem to me that the Netoday than in any other period their demands are hard muchi groes have stopped listening to
quicker due to their methods reason and want ACTION!
in our history. This division
of capturing world's attention.. ACTION-QUICK AND RIGHT
has come about because of
Since the Negroes are at this NOW. This is where the Conthe growing pressure f o r
Cross Road; let them decide, servative h as failed and the
Economic and Political recogniintellignetly where shall they militant has taken over.
tion.
go from here.
The Militant group I think,
I am of the opinion that if
represents the larger segment The Conservative group with. we could get the so-called
of the American Negro and it in my opinion has clone leston society Negroes involvis the most vocal and out a splendid job for instance, volved in this struggle for
spoken on all fronts; the Mili- the NAACP, SCLC, the Urban equality of opportunity for the
tant as I see it has captured League, the Coe, the. Citizens under privileged Negroes, the
the imagination of the under Committee of Charleston Coun- conservatives could do within
privilege and the most disad- ty and various civic and frater- my opinion a better job. But,
vantage and the poverty nal organizations.
this constant bickering between
stricken Negro. This group I think however, the NAACP,1 the conservative organizations
has the appeal to that element SCLC. and Citizens Committeei at all. There must be a necesof the Negro race, who are of Charleston County have about the big "I" and small
looking to make progress and done the most out-standing job. are going to sink together or
make it fast. The Militants are However, these organizations swim together.
responsible for what happened have committed themselves to Charleston society Negroes inin Watts. for what happened in become too intellectually in- real leadership it deserves.
Cleveland, Ohio, New York, clined and have forgotten the We must of necessity forget
New Jersey, Miami, Tampa, needs of the Masses of the about the gib "I" and small
Washington, D. C., Indiana, Negro and therefore, have "You" as Negroes, either we
Charleston, S. C. and else given the Militant an oppor- are going to sank together
tunity to have gotten a foot- or swim together.
where throughout the nation.
I personally believe that the hold. You must, however, of
Militant group is responsible necessity do something and do REV. ATTY. .I. HOWARD
for what happened at the it fast. The Conservative must
WRIGHTON III
Medical College here in Char- do something do it quick in
Pinewood, S. C.
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Cooper Clan Reunion
Is Held In Chicago

'ON THE MOVE' - To provide the capital to accelerate its programs for disadvantaged youths in the Detroit suburb of
Royal Oak Township, Mich., a group of
busineasmen, known as Young Men On The
Move, has entered the manufacturing
field, producing a combination memo p a d
and desk stand. The product will be sold in
Woolworth stores throughout the nation as
part of the company's long-standing p r o
gram of assisting in the development of

more black-owned businesses. At a meeting at Woolworth headquarters in New
York C. D. Staley (seated, left), the company's stationery buyer, placed a sizable
order for the product. Next to Stale) is
Jefferson Hicks, president of Young Men
On The Move, standing, left to right, a r e
Done Reid, executive vice president of
Young Men On The Move, and Ted Hunt,
vice president for public relations with the
organization.

Goodyear 4 Ply Nybn Tires 4-10.00
GUARANTEE 11.95

Tune Up. With New Parts Included. 19.95 8cyl.
Used High Tread Ties- 6.00 withTubs
Oil Filter with Oil Change 1.00

ject. Seep with them are Miss Sissy Enslow.

If Your Tires Look Like "May Pop's'' Pop in For the Best Deal in town.

GIPSON'S PARKWAY PURE
ASK FOR,FRED.

Parkway. P.M. 272-9508

a social worker for the Memphis Housing
Authority, and Rev. B. M. Dendy, public
relations representative for the organization. Rev. D. E. Herring, the president, says
more contributions are needed to help underprivileged boys in self-help programs.
(Withers Photo)
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Passaic Disorders
Will Cost City
$200,000 Damages
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Win cash and and other prizes in our
summer contest.

ENTER NOW
Call Jackson 6-8397
Ask for our Circulation Manager Mr. Ray A. Wicks

Gap Growing

WIDE TREAD ON SALE AT REDUCED PRICES.

the Cornet Of Willett WO

Mallory Knights Charitable Organization,

Black, White

Tires Balanced with Parts 4.00

1546 Parkway, At

SELF-HELP PROJECT - Lydell Wilburn
is equipped to enter business for himself as
Harry L. Strong, founder and director of the
Organization,
Mallory Knights Charitable
presents him the last shoeshine kit in the

PASSAIC, N. J. - (UPI) - eviction of a Puerto Rican
The bill for a week of racial mother and her 11 children
disorders in this northern New triggered massive protests in
Jersey city is expected to the Spanish community over
come to $200,000.
housing conditions and rentThat figure includes overtime gouging.
pay for policemen and damage
The disturbances began two
to stores and schools.
Windows were smashed and weeks ago, on Sunday, Aug. 3
buildings were firebombed in at 9 p.m. to 6 a.m. Curfew was
the downtown business district imposed for three nights the
earlier this month when the following Tuesday.
The city's police force was
put on 12-hour shifts by Police
Chief Robert MacCulloch to enforce the curfew. He estimated
that each man of the 85 men
on duty worked 44 hours overtime that week.

TIRE SALE
Quaker State 775-14 Battery 36mo

The f a mily was graciousAlbert Cooper, Sr., and 11 i
daughter, Mrs. Bessie Lawson ' ly.entertained by Mr. and Mrs.
and children of 119 E. Utah re- Webb, who shared pictures and
cently returned home from Chicago, Ill., where they had at-I experiences encountered durtended the third family reunion; ing their recent trip to Tokyo,
of Mr. Cooper and seven of lus; Japan.
eight children.
The Webbs had visited TechThe family reunion was host- nical Sergeant Jimmie Cooper
ed by Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. and his family who had be e n
Cooper and family, who h a d stationed at Tachikawa A i r
just moved into their new home'Force Base for the past three
in the 93rd block of South Bis- years.
hop.
Attending the reunion were The Leroy Coopers of Los AnBessie Lawson and , five chil- geles also told of their enjoyable
dren; Mr. and Mrs. James H. Carribean tour en route to the
Cooper and three children, all family reunion.
of Memphis; Mr. Albert Cooper, Among the guests attending
Jr., and three children of Lans- the festivities were Mrs. Inez
ing, Mich.; Mr. and Mrs. Wil- Lewis and Mrs. Lela Garrett of
hurt Webb of Markham, Ill.; Memphis; Mrs. L. B. Johnson,
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Cooper, Sr., Mrs. May Jackson, Mrs. Belle
of Los Angeles, and Mr. a n d Butler and Rev. and Mrs. L.T.
Mrs. Willie C. Cooper, Chicago. Thom pso n. The Rev, Mr.
An elaborate dinner consist- Thompson is minister of West
ing of barbecued ribs and chick- Point Baptist Church.
en accompanied by several soul The next reunion of the Coopfood dishes served on the spac- er Clan is scheduled for 1971 at
ious lawn was one of the high- the home of Albert Cooper, Jr.,
lights of the reunion.
in Lansing.

City officials are still looking
for an apartment for Mrs. PeWASHINGTON - The gap tra Maldonado, the 27-year-old
between black and white un- mother of 11 whose eviction
employment rates in the pover- from an apartment brought
ty neighborhoods of the Na-;about the demonstrations by
tion's 100 largest cities was;Puerto Rican residents in the
wider in the second quarter city of 58,000.
of 1969 than a year earlier, the
Labor Department's Bureau of
Labor Statistics has reported.
Advertisemen
The ratio of black to white
unemployment rates was 2.0 to

THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
124 E. Calhoun Avenue
Adverti sment

Here's how you can

1 in the second quarter of
1969, compared with a 1.6 to 1

ratio in the second quarter of
1968.
The jobless rate in these
poverty neighborhoods, at 5.7
percent in the second quarter
of 1969, remained unchanged
over the year. This marked

RACE'S
BODY SHOP,'hackle
Fender Body Work

the first quarter in :nore than
a year that the unemployment

Moore. Prop

Painting

24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
148 S. SECOND ST. •
RES. PHONE 357 - 3134
PHONE 526 - 7154

rate in the poverty nneighborhoods has shown no over-theyear improvement. During the
same period the unemployment
rate for other urban areas and
the Nation as a whole edged
down.
The
unemployment
rptes
for blacks in these neigaborhoods, however, showed a slight
rise from 7. 3 to 8.0 percent
This reversed the over-theyear declines reported for the
past five quarters.
The jobless rates for white
workers living in pover ty
neighborhoods showed a decline
from 4.6 to 4.0 percent during
the same period.

LudgFoods Now Has

if you don t want a monthly "fluoridation fee"
added to your garbage and sewer fees ..
1. Write or Phone
Write or phone every member of the Council - except
the three who kept their word to submit this issue to
a vote-and protest against this flagrant abuse of au,thority. (The Three who kept their word are Messrs.
Chandler, Hyman and McAdams).

TOWEL OFFER

2. Appoint yourself

3

See Sfreacte 7emiel nolety
ea tun acme kit pa deteuld

4
.<
•

Despite the fact that 75 to 90% of our citizens are
opposed to contaminating the purest water supply in
the world,_our autocratic City Council is determined
to cram Fluoridation down our throats. If you believe
the majority., should rule--if you re against ''poison by
the drink'

Take these three steps:

SPECIAL

4

1
STOP
FLUORIDATION

No. 1-3471 Poplar at I:ighland
No.2- 1471 Florida at Parkway
No.3.
-9804 Navy Road, Millington
No.4-549 South Parkway East
No.6-661 Chelsea
No.7-452' East Shelby Drive
No.8-4280 Macon Road
No.9-2219 Florida
No.10-1478 National

No.11-1506 East Broadway-Vi. Memphis
No.12-3152 Johnson
No.14-4701 Highway 51 So.
No.15-2481 Dwight Road
No.17
.- 4571 '..luince
1410.26-5205 Highway 61 So.
-No.27-1693 Lauderdale
No.42-Inverness, Miss.
No.48-2458 Chelsea Avenue

Appoint yourself a COMMITTEE OF ONE to get at
least 10 or 15 of your friends and neighbors to sign
our petition for a Referendum. (You'll have no
trouble. Our experience has shown that 19 out of 20
voters are opposed to the council's abuse of authority
and will gladly sign. We now have about 12.000
signatures -- need 2to 3,000 more).

3. Write, Phone or call for
Write, phone or call for your petition - but hurry. It
is vital that we have the required number of signatures by the latter part of August. Contact

THIS AD PAID FOR BY TENN. STATE-WIDE PURE
WATER ASSOC., INC. WARREN S. WEBB TREAS.
P.O. BOX 2211 MEMPHIS, TENN. 38102
Phone or Write your Protests to:
Mrs. Gwen Awsum - 682-1478
9411 Walnut Grove Road - 38117
Jeered Blanchard - 685-5197
4345 Wyntuck Road - 38117
Fred L. Davis - 323-9967
1573 Pendleton St., - 38114
Lewis R. Donelson 111 -683-3011
134 East Cheery Road -38117
Robert B. James - 275-7739
1866 Harbert Ave. 38104
Downing Pryor - 685-6161
189 Tuckahoe Lane 38117
J.O. Patterson, Jr. - 527-4402
224 South Danny Thomas Blvd. • 38126
Rev. James L. Netters - 946-1885
258 Edes1 Ave - 38109
Thomas H. Todd,Jr. - 275-3367
'
1325 Lamar Ave. 38104

Write to above Box Number for petition blank or phone 274-1307

P.S. We nod buoy for WOW Wind possible court act's'.
en kelp by studio' n a dolor;artnimoro if you coo afford it.

You
Lim=
III=

I
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Lemoyne-Owen Faculty Toothaches
Gets Set For Fall Term Need Relief

Pair* 9

the congregation.
Mrs. Recie Tinsely is chair-'
man of Women's Day, and Mrs.
Dorothy Dockery co-chairman.

Members of the Publicity
Committee are M r s. 0 r ee
Brown, Mrs. Annie Morton and
and unclassified students w i 1 1 TURNER 8-17-69
SUNDAY. Mrs. William C. Grandberry.
!be conducted next week at Le- TAG: TOOTHACHES Tri-State
Moyne-Owen College.
Never let a toothache go un- The Rev. C J. Gaston is miattended. Usually your tooth- nister of the church.
s Classes for the first semester ache won't
go away. The pain
are scheduled to begin Sept. 2. will only become
more f r eAcademic Dean Lionel A. Ar- quent.
nold said conferences for facul- At the first touch of pain see
ty and staff will be held Mon- your dentist right away. If you
day and Tuesday, Aug. 25-28. cannot see your dentist or you
are away from home, pick up a
Freshman
orientation
is tube of ORA-JEL.
Class No. 1 of Christ
I scheduled for Wednesday morn- Just apply this soothing cream Junior
ing, Aug. 27, and registration around the affected tooth and in Baptist Church will present a
for the first year students will seconds you have comforting re- State Drive at the church on
take place Wednesday after- lief that lasts for hours.
next Sunday. Aug. 24. during
noon.
ORA-JEL can be used with the Sunday School hour.
safety, will not harm tooth o r
Sophomores
will
register gum. It
affords first aid until Ingrid Jones will represent
Thursday
morning, Aug. 28,
your dentist can treat you.
Tennessee, Andrew Farmer,
from 8:30 to 12, and registraFlorida; Gregory Morris, Louistion for juniors is s la t e d for
iana; Miriam Farmer, AlabaThursday afternoon from 1 to
ma; Anetta Woodhouse, Blinois
4.
and Carrie Davis, Arkansas.
Seniors will register Frida
The drive is being sponsored
morning, Aug. 29. from 8:30 I.,
by Mrs. Elza Parker. Mrs.
12, and transfer and unclassiMozelle Starks is superintenfied students will r ep o r t for
MISS HARRY SIMONS
dent of the Sunday School.
registration Friday afternoon
Annual Women's Day will be The Rev. E. L. Currie is
Faculty conferences, fresh•
observed at the St. Peter Bap- pastor of the church.
man orientation aid registra- from 1 to 4.
tist Church at 1410 Pillow st. on
tion for freshmen, sophomores, Deadline for late
registration'Sunday, Aug. 24, and the p u bjuniors, seniors a a d transfer is Sept. 2-8lic is invited to worship with

I

Class Plans
State Drive

St. Peter Plans
For Women's Day

JOB CORPS GRADUATION — Miss Vivian Robinson, a
native of Memphis, was graduated from the Cleveland
Job Corps Center recently as a nursing assistant, having
performed on-the-job training at Polyclinic Hospital, a n d
has returned to Memphis for employment. Miss Robinson
is seen here on second row, second from left. On f ront
row, from left, are Peggy Gaines, Youngstown, Ohio;
Margaret Soto, Gary, Ind.; Fannie E. Smith, Milwaukee;
Jencie Atwater, Dayton, Ohio; Druscilla Fleming, Detroit:
and Esther Stephens and Judy Jones, Dayton. On second
row, from left, are Evelyn Jones, Wimanma, Fla.; Miss

Sears

LONGER...
YET MILDER.

Robinson, Memphis; Barbara Lewis, Detroit; Stachura
Webster, Detroit; Beverly Washington, Manistee, M he h.;
Johnnie McKinney, Youngstown Linda Spires, Portsmouth, Ohio; and Melisha Lindsay, Forest Park, Ga. On
back row, same order, are Brenda Horn, Hamilton, Ohio;
Cassandta Harmon, Detroit; Alice Grace, Bessemer, Ala:
Claudia Jackson, Georgetown, Ga.; Lillie Baldwin, Macon. Ga.; Rosalyn Spencer, New York City; Rosalie Coopwood, Detroit: Shirley Evans, Jackson, Miss.; and Carol
Schurhammer, Wabasha, Minn.

A
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interior
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SAVE $3.50

AViiTerg.
I GN°

2-Way Guaranteed Premium
Interior Flat Latex Finish

FILTER TIPPED

Regular $7.99. So superior in performance, it's
guarant eed one-coat, guaranteed CO 1 or f a st.
Flows on smoothly, dries to a lovely flat finish
in just 30 minutes. Tools clean up easily with
soapy water. 3.99

U.S.Government figures show

colorfast

100's
PALL MALL GOLD
best-selling
lower in"tcithan the
filter king.

ONE GALLON

*ByMon Claire

INC.

9
6
9

14 No. Main Court 527-3619

Have you seen thelatest1
The Curly Stretch
Tapered Wig
Gallon

24 95
•

WASH
& WEAR
Ask about our not so Curly Stretch Tapered Wig

only

only 2495

2495

SAVE $3.50

r

Fast-Drying Acrylic Latex

AFRO DEPARTMENT

$24"
s1995

Afro Bush
Afro Wig

4cellent
0001
or
afkl

Ma4nry,

*

EE OUR WIDE SELECTION OF AFRO JEWELRY
100% HUMAN HAIR
24.95
29.95
LONG FALLS
LONG WIG
WIGLETS
4.95 It UP
HAND MADE WIG.... 39.95
See i's for expert Styling only S3.50
We Honor
BA PIK AMERICA R D

Colorfast House Paint

L AY —A—WAY

MASTER CHARGE

Regular $7.49. Reawaken the beauty in vour
house! Goes on smoothly with little brush
"drag", dries in 30 minutes Resists blistering
fume and smog discoloration. Tools clean up
simply with soap and water 3.99

beaulY 01
coverage and
Hunt
ck ancl
lasting qualities on
siding,
stucco. asbestos shingles.

CHARGE IT
On Sears Revolving Charge
Point

SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE
Satisfaction Guaranteed or
Your Money Back

Sears]

Dvr., Sears •Thireilaven, Sears Popiar
Sects Crosse:nen, Sears Third Sr.

CROSSTOWN

THIRD ST.

rzoo Southland Mall

POPLAR
•
i'70 Portal

195 N. CromMovrn

906 S. Thin,

196-51711

61424111

275-0111

774-3730
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our childhood friends, Melba roommate at Southern Univerand Floyd Jones, their Floyd sity in Baton Rouge, Dr. CharJr., Michelle and Candace. les Pinkston. By the by Keith
Floyd is now president of his has a Ph.D. in bin-chemistry
own recording company, The and just received his M. D.
Big Six Record Company. They from Wayne University. He
have a big one going over real hails from the West Indies and
is related to the Dumas Clan
well, "Who Is It Gonna Be."
Then our aunt and uncle, which originates in Natchez
111111...
Eleanor and Thomas Russell from whence our family came.
ERMA LEE LAWS
We're utterly lacking when
sent hellos to everybody they
comes to displaying culinary
It
City.
in
the
Bluff
know
Defender
Chicago
John
The big bosses
and where he was going!! Dorothy citations including the Vernon
' to visit the
offices, our parent paper in Fred Sengstacke our boss Whit- and Ernest Withers named one Rice Award, the Obie Award We're always glad to get to talents but we do have gourthe Sengstacke chain. The pe- tler Sengstacke's brothers saw of their sons, Lewis Daryl aft- and the Creative Arts Award Detroit to see the many friends mand taste and think you'd
tite Theresa Fambro "Tee to it that we had a tour of the er Daryl and Lewis Swingler. from Brandeis University. Ma- we made while we lived there like to sparkle a breakfast with
Champagne and orange juice,
Cee" Hooks, Woman's Editor entire building and that we be- Burleigh Hines, who was demoseille
magazine
called attending the University of De- half and half ice cold and its
Berthem,
acquainted
with
the
funcamong
helpcame
troit
and
was quite charming and
former City Editor of the TSD her just this past June, "the
ful as we exchanged notes and tion of the Defender papers, is now Urban Affairs Corres- single most potent vanguard nice (Mrs. Carl) Adams, who scintillating!! This is one of
the goodies our friend, Berincidentally there're seven of pondent for CBS.
angles.
'theater force in the United can throw the maddest bash
nice served us.
and
notice,
We're alwws in awe when them. Top floor houses a hand- Burleigh and Theresa's old- States." She has twenty nine on the shortest
we enter the imposing building some conference room and pri- est son, Eric, our godchild, is plays opening in eleven coun- what a setting she has tor Of course we had to chat
which has the quote that be- vate office walls hold many of all of nine years of age! My tries. She's also a free lance parties indoor or outdoor with with Myrtle Gaskill, who is
gins our column this week the citations John Sengstacke how the time does fly! There're I clothes designer and is respon- her swimming pool, cabana, Woman's Editor of the Sengetched in gold letters on the has received from around the three other little Hineses also. sible for many of the Victor bar-be-que pit and other fabu- stacke paper in Detroit . . .
marble floor of the entrance world.
By the by, the personable and Joseph Bijou fashions. lous et ceteras. She's beginning the Michigan Chronicle which
hall. We get a real feeling of Here too we ran into Vivian and glamorous Starr is office She can't however claim a a sabbatical from the Detroit we read avidly every week as
love, pride and esteem or the (Mrs. Ben) Branch who is the manager of the Urban Re- monopoly on talent in her fa- Public Schools to work on her we do the Chicago Defender.
late Memphian Lewis 0. Swin- Defender librarian. She'd just search Development Center. mily, her sister, Ada Holmes second Masters Degree at the By the way, when Maria
gler and Chicagoans L. Alex returned from Memphis where It involves a new educational'who works ,with the Chicago University of Michigan, her and Dr. Charles Pinkaton were
Wilson and Charles P. Brown- she visited her mom, Mrs. approach for inner city stu- lUrban Renewal also designs mate's a pharmacist. She's the in New York taking their
ERMA LEE LAWS
, ing who came to Memphis to Gwendolyn Tappan. Her mote, dents.
and helps with the theatrics niece of Atlanta realtor 0. V. daughter to camp they got to
start the Tri-State Defender in Ben is leader you know of the
And then we had the nicest of the Boys Club in addition to Williamson who's well known chat with Julia and Jacques
,,No
Greater
Glory,=No several days in Omaha visiting 'the old Sengstacke tradition. famed S o u them
Christian
in Memphis as he is in other Wilmore, who're settling in
Greater Honor is the lit of her sister and brother-in-law, We are proud that whatever Leadership Conference's visit with Agnes (Mrs. James) designing also, and then her
their new home in Elmsford.
Lewis, one of Mattie Seug- foster brother, Fred Lights is parts of the country.
man departing than a feeling : Thedora "Prince" and Bootsie we have attained in newspaper Breadbasket Band.
stacke's friends. She has a stage manager for NBC in So sorry we missed Lucie Jacques is now director of the
possessed deep in his mart Meadows and their young'uns. know how can be attributed to And then we saw other "kinreal interesting literary fami- New York.
Weidman who had just beeni New York Civil Rights Comthat the world is a 'ter Sophisticate
V e I ma Leis these three giants who helped dred souls" of the fourth esmission office. Same office he
place for his having h." Jones unwound form her busy to mold so many in the newa- tate who all started out at the ly, her foster sister Ellen Stew- Before we forget it, Meree- down from Toronto for al
art is the creator of Cafe deir (Mrs. Quentin) Goddwin week-end in the Motor City. held here. A nice couple who
Anon.
-schedule of speech making and paper field. Edna House Sin- Tri-State Defender, Daryl F. LaMama in Greenwhich Vil- sent hellos
to Jewel and Jimmy She's the daughter of Jana and were so nice to know when
Weddings . . Saturday4astltraveling as Southeastern Re- gler Gentry is the widow of Mr. Grisham, is now President lage. It
provides
the
atmosHulbert
and
Harriet and Mateo W. P. Porter and was home to they lived here for a brief
is happily etched in weals
, gional Director of Alpha Kappa Swingler and Mr. Wilson is sur- and Chairman of the Board phere for fledging Broadway Walker
who
are vacationing in visit them early this summer. spell.
and the minds -of Evely
-Sorority in New York buying vived by his widow Emogene of Directors of the Parker playwrights. It was at
Cafe the Orient.
Did see handsome Dr. Perry And our cousin, Chicagoan
mons, and Edgar Dail=111 those et ceteras that makes and their daughter Karen, House Sausage Company. A
LaMama's that "Hair" was And Gerri (Mrs. John) War- Mathis, who sent hellos to his Celevland Laws sent hellos to
who repeated their wiging her the fabulous dresser that nose.
young man who always knew born. "American Hurrah" and rick sent messages also she's Meharry
Dr. his friend, Dr. B. B. Martin
roommate
vows in a candlelit ceremony'she is.
"Zeus" were also given birth Program Supervisor at NBC.
Daughtery.
And
Chauncery
and his friend from the days
at Centenary United MethQist Gem and Bill Little's chilat Cafe LaMama.
In Detroit we guested with then Dr. Keith Eustace John- at Alcorn College, Col. George
Church with the pastor "he Arm went their separate ways'
Ellen has received many and were imbued in love from son sent his regards to his W. Lee.
Rev. James M. Lawson officiat- their foster daughter Lillian
ing. Evelyn is the daughter of to Los Angeles and Billy to
the Joseph Simmonses who r Massachusetts where he visited
honored their beautiful voungl his dad, on the campus of
daughter and her handsome Clark University before they
groom, with a reception at were off to visit relatives in
Universal Life Insurance Cam- New York, D. C. and Chicago.
pany. Edgar is the .on of Marie Bradford gave vent to HOLLYWOOD — "The Learn- ambitions of young Black boys
Louise Davis and Edgar Da- the wanderlust and sashayed to
in the
ing Tree," the new Warner and girls growing up
vis, Jr.
the West Coast to visit former Brothers movie written, pro- small towns of the U. S."
It is a story which takes
And Dianna Briscoe trailed . Memphians Gwen and Carroll duced, directed and scored by
down the aisle of Parkway Gar- Boswell in Seattle before she Gordon Parks from his own place during less than one year
dens Presbyterian Church Sat- took to the East Coast ... autobiographical novel, is one in a 14-year-old boy's life: how
urday evening on the arm, of New York City and parts of of the finest movies you will he learns of death when a local
down
her proud dad, Lonnie BKiscoe Jersey to be more specific.
ever have the pleasuer of view- white law officer shoots
a Black gambler as he flees
to repeat voi.vs with William Tillie and Harold Whalum ing.
Drewry Scales, Jr., from New- and their boys. "Skipper" and It is superior in every as- from a dice game; of love,
port News, Va. His parents, Roy took another one of their pect; the photography is en- young and innocent, when a
the Williams came from the family trips for a few days, trancing, the direction is sen- new girl comes to town; of
family homestead to share the this time they were in the sitive and consistently excel- pain when his mother dies suddenly at a trying time in his
happiness of the young pair.. Crescent City.
lent, the acting is thoroughly
Melba and Lonnie feted them. And yours truly felt the urge professional and the plaintive life and how he manage to let,
with a reception in the Holi- to get away for a few days, so musical theme (also written the small, oppressive world
day Inn-Rivermont,
we were off to familiar places, by Parks) will make even the he lives in become his "learnAnd the Harold Fords were the Windy and the Motor Cities. most critical movie goer give ing tree."
It is possible that the curhonored with a wedding re- In Chicago we houseguested himself over to the captivating
ception by his parents, the with Versia "Starr" McKin- strains. Moreover, the film is rently fashionable Super Black
N. J. Fords at their home at ney at her Marynook town- refreshingly and honestly Black Militants won't care much for
Golf Course Circle.
house, you remember her in ways on other film made to "The Learning Tree." One
Vacation Returnees . . . El- "Terry Toons" and WDIA andt date has come close to achiev- reason is that it doesn't ocreaon
that they don't deserve it.) Insie (Mrs. Melvin, Jr) Malunda penning happenings for you in ing
stead the hero is a mildand her little ones, Sonja and the Tri-State Defender.
many times have you hatred of whitey in popular,
Melvin III, are revived after A highlight of our visit was, How
gone to a movie and wound up demagogic phrases. Instead,
saying "Damn. When are they it shows quietly and simply an
going to make a movie which insight into Black thought, emo. really lays it on the line and tional composition and week-totells it as it really is When week perserverance.
will Hollywood quit shulcin' and Another reason, perhaps, is
jivin' and bring it on home, that the hero isn't a huge,
like it's supposed to be done frightening Black man with a
I'm sure you had your hopes gigantic Afro "do" who spouts
up as you waited in line to see hollow slogans berating whitey
"If He Hollers, Let Him Go," and The Establishment (not
only to be disappointed to find that they don't deserve it.)
a white man's commercialized Instead, the hero is a mildhunk of crap which was in mannered,
painfully
honest
such bad taste you probably because he is Black.
wound up laughing to keep At first glance the viewer
from crying out in rage.
may be tempted to call the 14,
Then, when "Uptight" hit year-old protagonist (played
the big screens, you probaly superbly by Kyle Johnson, 17were a bit more skeptical, but year old son of "Star Trek"
you still tripped uptown with star Nichelle Nichols) "soft,"
at least half a hope. But that or at least an introvert. Howturned out to be another white ever, a closer study reveals
man's thing (sincere though him to be extremely mature
he most probably was which for his years. In addition, due
sent you home with a bad taste to Parks' unberievably brilliant
in your mouth and those same direction, his young movie counyour terpart emerges with a mature
questions in
burning
mind.
masculinity which is, con4
And there have been a sidering the tone of most
movies
today,
quite
refreshing.
Jim
pitiable string of others:
Brown's "The Split," which young Johnson_ is able to
was probaly the best of the emit that special kind of malot; Sidney Poitier's "For Love turity and masculinity which
DISC.
lof Ivy," "To Sir With Love" Black men have had to specialBIG
ire
ENOUGH
in
for
TO ENJOY
hundereds
of
years.
e
of
th
Heat
and "In the
Night," which were slick films The quiet forebearance and
ANYWHERE IN THE
that made a fortune; and Poiti- subsurface restraint which has
enabled
us
to
endure
centuries
ROOM,YET SMALL
er's most recent movie, "The
Lost Man," which, though it of disgusting circumstances at
ENOUGH TO FIT
is an exciting, commercial the hands of white America
and
still
remain
same
men.
vehicle, still unfortunately conANYWHERE
tains some presumptions and This same quicksilver underinnate,
stereotypes belonging to the standing, seemingly
white man who wrote and is to be seen in the faces of
every pre-teen Black child in
directed it.
All in all, you have every this country. Johnson's acting
and Parks' direction bring it
right to walk away in disgust
The BERTRAM • A3710
exclaiming "The hell with it. to "The Learning Tree."
All new elegantly styled compact big-screen portable.
Hollywood simply ain't gonna If one were to designate the
Dark Brown color and White color (A37101),
absolute best performance in
do the Black thing right."
or Dark Beige color and Light Beige color
the
movie,
it
would
be
difficult
Then there's "The Learning
(A37101.). All new separate slide controls for hue,
to say whether that honor
color and volume on top of set.
Tree."
should go to Kyle Johnson or
5" x 3" Twin-cone speaker.
Through it, Gordon Parks to 20-year-old Alex Clarke, who
has managed to set a new plays the emotionally and phystandard in American film- sically defeated boy eventually
making.
shot down by the town sheriff
Of course, it is of tanta- after spending much of his
mount importance that Parks, a short life in jails. Clarke's actBlack man, wrote, directed, ing and interpretation are flawproduced and scored the film. less and he's bound to be disHowever, it is perhaps even cussed widely. He'll also probmore important that he pos- ably get a lot of film assiznsesses superior talent in each ment because of this.
of these fields. His unbelieva- Dana Elcar, cast as the
NO SERVICE CONTRACTS TO 111Y
ble competence, coupled with a white sheriff, turns in a captitenderly masculine insight into vating performance and brings
o LOWEST PRICES ° FREE DELIVERY
just say "chsrse It"
a real Black experience, is a dimension to the character
PUNCHASE Awe or Tuts& anol ON
what will make everyone — which approaches that of Rod
o FACTORY SERVICE
WOOLCO'S CONVENIENT TailIPAYSIcr
white and Black — stand in Steiger in "In The Heat of 'the
ACCOUNT
awe of both the man and his Night." Elcar resists the temp1).TOU DEAL ONLY WITH WOOLCO
film.
tation to overplay the part,
• tOW FINANCING ° NO TRADE IN NEEDED • SATISFACTION ONAIANTEEI
According to Parks, "The much to his credit, and comes
Learning Tree" is" . . . the off throughly believable
dream-fillad, exploratory child- Estelle Evans, who pmtrays
"
' hood 'renderings. the family the mother, emerges as the
gin relationships, The boyhood gangl epitome of strong Blark mother
1W n. Third
MINI Park Ave.
3235 Jaehom Lys.
mischief, the inter-racial friend hood so familiar in the movie's
Ill f1011 1111(11C111
enmities,
NAOMIcOis u!C 30 Pt(10, Sf510111
or
mid western
Southern and '
I.M.-9:30 p.m.
ships and mu -racial
; the fears, frustrations a nr1 setting,
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Critic Gives TOP Rating

To 'The Learning Tree'

HOW YOU SAVE ArWOOLCO!

Gin &Tonic?

FEATURING A BIG 146 sq.in PICTURE
• •42% bigger

than 14" color tv
141% bigger,
lit than 10" color tv '!

ake# perfect.

3

FULL ZENITH
HANDCRAFTED
QUALITY

Purchase any of these Hems on
convenient time

Woolco's
payment account.

Seagraufs
Extra

Seagram's titra Dry/the perfect martini

EASTUTE

, OPEN 10

SOUTHGATE

GATEWAY MALL

MON. nt SAT.
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_
PLAYING IT COOL — These patients at
the U. S. Army 6th Field Hospital in Cam
Ranh Bay, South Vietnam, don't seem as
though they have a care in the world as
they watch workmen attempt to repair

EXCITING NEW STAR — Lola Falana
(Emma) taunts her husband, Roscoe Lee
Brown (Lord Byron Jones) in a scene
from the movie "The Liberation of Lord

damage caused by a night raid by Viet
Cong commandos. The base was considered one of the safest areas in Vietnam.
Two were killed and 57 wounded in the attack.

Byron Jones." Miss Falana has been described by the best professional observers
of stage and screen talent as the "m o s t
exciting new personality of the decade."

BIG MAN — A guard carrying a machine
gun is shown walking beside Brazilian soccer star Fele, right, reputed to be the

highest paid athlete in the world, during a
tour of downtown Caracas. Venezuelan tee.
rorists had threatened to kidnap members

2
3

IN ON CUTBACK — French
Minister of Finance Valery
Giscard d'Estaing shakes hands
with the Finance Minister of
Upper Volta and the meeting
of the Finance Ministers of the
14-nation association of former
French colonies known as the
franc zone. The group, consisting most of African nations,
issued a comminique after.
wards announcing that the 14
countries had decided to align
themselves with the devaluation
of the French trance.

9
6
9
TOP DRIVER — Geneva Morton. 16. of
Abbeville. South arolloa. was named one
of the nation's Top Ten Teen Driving
Champions last week during the lifth An-

tonal Teen Driving Championships in Dearborn. Michigan. Geneva represented t he
state of South Carolina.

ON THE SCENE — On hand at recent press party in New
1-011. City to discuss upcoming Invitational Football Classic
to be held at Yankee Stadium, Sept. 20. between Morgan
State College and Grambling, were from left, Inspector
Arthur Mil of the New Pork City Police Dept., Miss Elite

beth Robinson, Jackie Robinson and Jake Gaither, athletic
director and football roach at Florida A&M University.
The game was a sellout last year and another sellout Im
oredieted.
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!Requirements
for the
exploration of space demand
the very best. I refuse to
compromise...there's never
room for mediocrity.,,
never accept a
mediocre martini. I refuse
to conlpromise on quality.
Gordon's Gin makes the martini
that meets all requirements
for the very best',
R T MACKEY. Sr. is Sentos Tool Engineer
8C} Manufacturing Technology Utilization
.43-n,,,strator both a leading aerospace
Celrfornia. Mr. Mackey has been
as,oc,ated
America's air and space
p,ugrams forwith
over 26 years

Gordon's Gin. created in
London, England •n 1769.
It s the biggest sailer in
England. Amer•ca and the world.

MARK ANNIVERSARY — Mr. and Mrs.
Mack Davis, Jr., of 1377 Rayner at. celebrated their 29th wedding anniversary re•
costly and are seen here in their home with
their son, Dave, five and-a•halt years old.
Oa hand for the parents' anniversary were

Court Rules
Caseworkers
Can Be Barred
CO-ETTIES CITE Congresswoman
Shirley
Chisholm who was the guest speaker at the
Memphis Co-Ette Graduation Dinner. Charlotte Blount, a Washington, D.C. Co-Ette who
attended the Memphis dinner is showy presenting the John Fitzgerald Kennedy !nemorial Award for the Detroit Co-Ettes. While

in Memphis Charlotte was the houseguest
of Ethel Marie Sengstacke "Miss Co-Ette"
and her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Whittier A.
Sengstacke. There are also Co-Ette Chapters in Chicago, and Houston. Miss Erma
Lee Laws is sponsor of the Memphis chap.
ter.

NEW YORK — (UPI) — Al
three-judge federal court, in a
decision which could affect all
welfare procedures, ruled Monday recipients may not be denied benefits for refusing to
admit caseworkers to their
homes without warrants.

sons Cal% in and Mack Dais, HI, and a
daughter, Mrs. Cherry D. Bryant, with her
husbavii. The first to arrive were Mr. and
Mrs. Calvin Davis and their three children.
Scores of friends and well-wishers were
present for the event. (McChristian Photo)

Black Nationalist
Gets Jail Term,
otals 100 Years

—(UPI) that Donald's terms run c o nCOLUMBUS, Ohio
The court issued a perma- ....
Common Pleas Court Judge currently.
nent injunction forbidding
BEARD TOP WINNER
the Hohn L. Angellota sentenced Donald will have to serve a
city to eliminate Mrs. Barbara
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The
black nationalist Lathan Donald minimum of 20 years on each
Maurice,
her
son,
James and
to a minimum of 100 years count of first degree murder—
weekly list of the top ten PGA
from the welfare rolls because .n
i prison for the death of four or 60 years—and a minimum
I women winners is headed by
she had refused to a d ni it a men, three of them policemen, of 10 years on each count of
Frank Beard, whose victory in
caseworker.
, during the disorders in the second degree murder—or 40
the Westchester Golf Classic
added $50,000 to his total, "It is hoped that casework- Glenville section last summer. years. There is no provision
ers will continue to be welcom- 1
for parole.
swelling it to $155,187.
Donald, 20, was convicted
ed into the homes of welfare'
Donald's counsel, Adrian B.
degree
first
of
countS
'of three
recipients," the court said in
Fink,
said he would file a moHAS STOMACH ILLNESS
murder and four counts of secNEW YORK — (UPI) —Ber- a 3-2 decision. "However, when ond degree murder by a jury tion for a new trial within
nie "Boom Boom" Geoffrion, entry is barred benefits. may of eight women and four men three days.
forced by a stomach illness to not be denied or terminated after three days of delibera- After the verdict had been
step out as coach of the New solely on this basis."
tions. The jury then recom- read Donald was asked if he
York Rangers last January, New York public assistance mended mercy, saving Donald had anything to say. He rehas been named an assistant laws require "mandatory visits from a death sentence. The plied, "I have killed no man. I
never have and I never will."
general manager for the Na, at least every three months" trial lasted seven weeks.
The first degree verdicts
tional Hockey League team.
for those on home relief.
Judge Angellota stipulated
covered the shooting deaths of
the policemen. The second degree verdicts included them
as citizens and a Negro civilian.
Donald was the second of
five Black Nationalists ta go
on trial in connection with
the violence in Glenville July
23, 1968.
Fred "Ahmed" Evans, 37,
described as the leader of a
conspiracy to kill police, was
convicted on May 12 of the
first degree murder without
mercy on the same charges.
Evans was sentenced to die
in the electric chair at the
penitentiary Sept. 22.
Leslie Jackson, 17. and John
Hardrick, 18, are awaiting trial.
They are in Cuyahoga County
Jail awaiting an Ohio Supreme
Court decision on whether the
Juvenile Court or Common
Pleas Court will handle their
cases.
The fifth Black Nationalist
charged in the slayings, Alfred
Thomas, 20, was declared legally insane last month and sent
to Lima State Hospital in Lima,
Ohio for the criminally insane.
The disturbance, which also
claimed the lives of three Black
Nationalists including Donald's
brother, Bernard, was followed
by widespread looting and vandalism. Cuyahoga Count Proseta a serm
cutor ,John T. Corrigan and his
assistant, Charles R. Laurie,
called it a "planned ambush".

!

OPEN 24
HOURSIIDAY

rittentedi

closed Sunday
DELMONTE

2 LIMIT

MEMPHIS LARGEST FOOD STORI•S

TOMATO JUICE 46oz. 250
1
DELMONTE
;
halves or sliced
EACHES `.1limit 29 oz.250
DELMONTE CORN

i

;7AST-5O14 POPLAR (Ai MENDENW.LL ,
MIDTOWN--1620 MA9i\ON

whole kern.!
t
9 total

EARLY GARDEN PEAS
CUT GREEN BEANS 17oz.

190

loose leaf

115$

BEEF STEW

24oz.

4oz. pkg.

41,

460z.

cut

29

up per lb.

DELMCNTE

380 PEANUT BUTTER 750
MORTON

GRADE A Med.

16oz.

EGGS

FRUIT COCKTAIL 25

MISS DIXIE

doz.

FRED MONTESI

8o z.

QT.

SALAD DRESSING BS*

U.S.D.A. Choice Heavy

DOG FOOD

14oz.

430 CREAM PIES13-69*

BISCUITS 6-45

GRAVY TRAIN

39
21b. jar

BIG CHIEF

FRED MONTESI

chunk

excluOd in

PER FAMILY PER WEEK

4

44
4
.4

FRED MONTESI Country Style
Pork

SAUSAGE

SMOKED LINK

93

2 II lop

Fresh Ground

HAMBURGER p.,165940
p.'
4 lb. pkg. or more

Dr.Daniel Hale Williams (1858-1931)

BLUE RIBBON all green

69*

'15 oz.
BEEF
LIMA BEANS 2-25*
STEAKS
BREAST 0' CHICKEN
HUNTS
Big 27 as. can •
sirloin per. lb. 1.116
meat
T. Bone I 82/1
25.
SPINACH
6'; oz. 28*
TUNA
FRED MONTESI
VEG. SHORTENING or OIL
VEG. SHORTENING
lb. can CRISCO 25; 3 l& carSHOWDRIFT
15t AEOLIWESSON OIL 1254
31b. can CRISCO 250
48 oztICRISCO OIL! 35t
With coupon end $5.00 additional purchal•
or 3Ib. can SNOWDRIFT 150
excluding valu• of coupon rnorchandls•(fr•sh
milk products and tobacco also
c•mplionco with vista I ,w). Coupon •tipirtts
48oz. WESSON OIL 250
noon, R•41. net?: AUG no, Anti•Prool pu
chase ntot inclutiod •n coupon cppimptip
ON COUPON
or 48 oz. CRISCO OIL 350
51b.

light

a

1501.

DREAM WHIP

FRYERS

390

HAWAIIAN

3

Or

BEEF TAMALES 25*

IOW*

4 legged lb.

RED PUNCH

4totol limit

U. S. O. A. GRADE "A"

2 limit

LUKES

CHILI W/BEANS

irk

300 sheet pkg.

TRS

HORMEL

T-OP FLITE

FILLER PAPER

SALMON 16oz.55*
CHUM
mmusiesmsmoommimme mews=
VEG. OLEO.

Back to School

21;rnit

21imit

SOUND BEAUTY

FRED MONTESI

Old Taylor Presents: Ingenious Americans

SOUTH-123: E SHELBY ORIVc

SAUSAGE

,,egge

U.S.D.A. HEAVY BEEF

CHUCK ROAST
Boneless cntr, cut per.lb.

He performed the first
successful heart operation.
On a cold, windy night in 1893, a
man was rushed to Chicago's Provident
Hospital with a knife wound a fraction
of an inch from his heart.
On duty was the hospital's young
founder, Dr. Dan Williams. Instead of
administering the usual sedatives and
prayers, Dr. Williams summoned six of
his colleagues to help him make history.
It was a long shot. X-rays, sulphurdrugs, blood transfusion—today surgical
necessities—were little known medical
tools at the time. Yet, with great skill,
Dr. Williams performed the impossible:
the first successful heart operation. And
the patient lived.
Had it been any other hospital or any
other surgeon, the man might have died
within the hour. "Sewed up the human
heart", headlined a Chicago newspaper.
That hospital operating room was a
long way from the small frame house
outside Pittsburgh, where Dan was born.
By the time he was twelve, his father
had died and his mother had deserted.
So, Dan took to the road and settled
in Wisconsin as a barber. Scraping to-

gether enough money for an education,
Dan put himself through a local academy.
From Wisconsin he went to Chicago,
and with the help of a prominent family,
Dan Williams entered Northwestern
Medical School. He graduated in 1883
and opened an office on Chicago's
Southside.
In 1891, Williams founded the Provident Hospital, the first infirmary open
to all patients and physicians, regardless
of race or creed.
From Chicago,Williams was called to
Washington to reorganize and head the
Freedmen's Hospital, then operated by
the Federal government. He organized
Freedmen's into departments, collected
a staff of twenty specialists, and created
the beginnings of a nursing school.
Under William's administration, this
once primitive institution housed in six
pre-Civil War buildings, soon became
the forerunner of our modern hospital.
Every time another heart operation
saves a life, it is a living tribute to one of
the truly great "Ingenious Americans".

OLD TAYLOR
KIENTUCICY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY
96 PROOF. THE OLD
TAYLOR DLSTILLERY CO.. FRANKFORT Fic LOUISVILLE. KY.
••••
•

TRY
WANT AD
IN THE
LASSIFI
SECTION
Tri-State
Defender
2 Lines
Only

2 weeks
$1 00
Call now
Jackson 6-8397
Cash-in on anything you
hove for sole
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DEfr'ENVER

Tobey Awarded $20,000

IF

To Fight Birth Defects

AM&N Marching
Band To Appear
With Chiefs

YOU WILL WORK
WITH US
WE WILL WORK
WITH YOU
itvt **Qv*
TO SEE THAT YOU
GET THE OLDSMOBILE OF YOUR CHOICE
AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICE

IIESCALIPIE
IIVCA411911_ Cl/AMAIN

4

INTO A 1969 OLDSMOBILE

PRYOR
OLDSMOBILE

PR

2525 SUMMER
PHONE 324-7341

DR

4
4

In its fight against birth de- by Tennessee chapters in the i
I
fects, the National Foundation- past five yea Fl.
March of Dimes is now SLIP. "Far more than merely a One of the top honors that
porting more than 107 Birthispecific clinic or building, this can be bestowed upon any
Defects Centers across the center is a concentration of , college band is an invitation
perform at halftime for a
country.
medical
p r o f e ssionals.
It to
professional football
winning
t o gether
specialists
One such center, located at brings
team, an event watched by
—
consult
Tennessee
from
many
fields
to
the University of
millions on nation-wide t
Toby
M e m oriel Children's and deal with the complete vision.
Hospital has just been award- problems of children born less The Arkansas AM&N College
p e rfect."
Humphreys
than
ed a $20,000 grant.
Marching Band under Harold
said.
Strong will perform for the
was
a n n ouncement
This
made by Dr. C. C. Humphreys, There are 250,000 infants Kansas City Chiefs on Than.kapresident of Memphis State born each year in this country giving Day.
University who serves as state with birth defects and approx- The band will be performing
March of Dimes chairman for imately 5,000 in our own state for a team that missed a
of Tennessee. About one in ten championship by only a half SHE LEARNS FAST — This young lady, the daughter of
western Tennessee.
game last year, and the gener
The grant, which represents American families knows the
a soldier stationed in Vietnam, learned how to swim in
al feeling is that they will be
by
the
birth
caused
tragedy
20 March of
funds from
only 30 minutes, and instructing her here Is Paul R. Rathe champions of the American
Dimes chapters in western of a child with one or more of Football League this year.
who is head of Recreation Services for the Handicapgan,
morel the defects.
Tennessee, brings to
Col
at
AM&N
ped,
Inc., at 712 Tangiewood. All handicapped persons In
spokesman
A
than •$136,000 the amount in- Dr. Aram Hanissian, director
Memphis and Shelby County are welcomed to attend the
vested in the treatment center of the Birth Defects Treatment lege said, "To perform for the
Chiefs is indeed an honor, and
Center expressed deep appre- one that could not have been _ program. Mr. Regan is the executive director.
ciation to the people of Ten- bestowed upon a more deservnessee for their efforts to pro- ing school AM&N Marching
vide improved care for chil- Band has performed with pre.
dren with birth defects. He cision for years, and band
added, -Through its medical fans will be thrilled to see
care program, ,the National them."
Foundation —March of Dimes Narrating the halftime feshas taken the lead in a nation- tivities will be Dr. R. V.
wide drive to improve stand- Green, head of testing at the
ards of diagnosis, care and college, who does the play-bytreatment for all children born play for the Golden Lions'
with birth defects."
home games.

Magicians Will Run
At Track Meets

Buy U.S.

Savings Bonds

The Magicians of Lehloyne- Southwestern; the NA1A, D i sOwen College. beginning their trict 24 meet, Nov. 1, at Nashfirst year as a member of the ville, and the Volunteer State
Volunteer State Athletic C o n- Athletic Conference meet, Nov.
ference, will open the fall 8, at Milligan.
sports program with cr o s sAthletic Director Jerry C.
country.
Johnson said LeMoyne-Owen's
They will run against Tuske- local cross-country events will
gee of Alabama at home, Sept. be run on the Christian Broth20, and away, Sept. 27: against ers College course.
To ugal oo of Mississippi at
Edgar Brown, former athlete
home. Oct. 4, and away, Oct.
Alcorn College in Mississipat
11, and against Fisk of Nashthe LeMoyne-Owen crossville, Oct. 18 (away) and Nov. pi, is
and track coach.
country
6 (home). These opponents are ,
Johnson said the Magicians,
not VSAC members.
playing in the western division
The Magicians will appear in of the 12-member VSAC, will
three major meets, the Tennes- participate in four other sports;
Athletic basketball, t r a ck. golf a n d
Intercollegiate
see
Conference meet, Oct. 25, at baseball.

"Electric cable heat
keeps even our tile floor
warm astoast:'
Mrs.Jones—"With five children from ages 7 to 14,
you need a heating system that will keep the
floors good and warm, because that's where
they'll be half the time—on the floor."
Mr. Jones—With electric cables imbedded in
the floor or ceiling throughout the house, there
are no cold spots or drafts or sudden blasts of hot
air. Just gentle,even,quiet heat."

Mrs. Jones—"We've lived here three years and
the house still looks like new. That's how clean
electric heat is."
If you'd like to keep up with the Joneses
enjoy all the advantages of living electrically, dall
525-2552,extension 354. One of our heating specialists will tell you all about electric heat for your
home. Memphis Light, Gas 8r Water Division.

Mr. & Mrs. Vernon Jones

and family, 4628 Collierville-Arlington Road

Robert Kinney Joins
AM&N Coaching Staff
1

Robert Kinney has been added to the coaching staff at
Arkansas AM&N College at
Pine Bluff, and will be assisting U. S. -Bubba- Grant at
defense this season.
Mr. Kinney is a former defensive line coach at Wiley
where
he lettered
College
during his four years of varsity ball.

it might be the extra boost
to carry the Golden Lions into
a championship.
also
Kinney
will
Coach
coach golf. With his youthful,
dynamic spirit, coupled with
his playing spirit — he was
captain of the Wiley team for
two years — the general feelnig is that his leadership will
make the Golden Lions defensive unit one of the best In tho
conference

Though Wiley has been wanjog for two or three years on
the gridiron, the team spirit A native of Jackson, Miss.,
has never faltered.
where he was born in 1941, he
Observers say that if Kinney is married to the former Lula
brings to the Golden Lions Ann McDinsie. They are the
some of the spirit he was able parents of two girls, Jongelyn.
to instill into the Wiley team, five, and Thelma 22 months.

SEE
TOMMY
GRANT
HE WILL SAVE YOU
REAL MONEY ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
(If he can't he doesn't
deserve your business)
Hers is on• of thii •utstandinoutomobil• salesmen
In th• Memphis area. Naturally, he's at Union Choymist. Tommy Grant is ready to show you on outstanding selection of fin• new and used cars and trucks.
He son be of great help in assisting and advising
you on financing. See Tommy Grant... Mak•• No. I
Buy on America's No. 1 Car -- Ch•vrolet at Union.

. so, s:
,
*V.•10•10.-V.

•

••s•

•.• • • ,• Mr vis. *Ars,
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i.. . South Asks Desegregation Halt'

1Hamburger Eating Trace 95-Yr. Log
.
Champ Is Girl, 12 Of Alabama State

were invited — and Alabama
.
Education Supt. Ernest S ton e,
were designated to serve as ant
executive committee that wilil OMAHA Neb. — A 12-year-old cotes each good for a hamburgtry to get other governors to, Omaha girl, Jo Ellen Peak, Cr:Troy Charles, and Cheryl MONTGOMERY — Alabama and Teachers' at Marion.
3324 Pinkney St., became the Perkins.
participate.
State College of Montgomery
On Feb. 25, 1887, the State
nation's c hampion hamburger The entries were drawn from
seventh
the
for
renamed
was
Legislature authorized the disMaddox•s office will s e r v e , eater with a record consump- a barrel by Bob Boozer, captain
sesspecial
a
at
recently
time
as a clearing house for ideas, um of 8 big hamburgers in 20
continuance of the school at
the Chicago Bulls Basketball
and suggestions for the group., minutes
aIncm,embboearrd,of the soin of the Alabama State Marion and the establishment
About $500 was taken up at the, The first round in the Nation- Time-Out,
after Board of Education. The school, of "The Alabama Colored
close of the meeting and givenli id Hamburger Eating Contest hundreds of youngsters from 8
founded in 1874, was named Peoples University" at a suitto Maddox to help get the or-1 onsored b
at
Time Out, inc., to 12 filled out entry formsm
S t ate
University, able location. The first session
ma
.Alaba
ganization going.
I was part of the two-day grand the unit.
with all of this
along
it
which
made
ni "Alabama Colored PeoAlthough Maddox called the openingcelebration at the coin- Time-Out. Inc., is a unique
other State supported colleges! pies University" opened at
meeting. More Mississippians. pany's first drive-in at 3518 N franchise system
s
designed for in Alabama, a University.
showed up than Georg i a n s. 30th St., Omaha
Montgomery, Oct. 3, 1 7. In
minority group ownership in
Fewer than 10 persons appear.
cities as .well as other! In a special convocation cere- Feb., 1888, the State Supreme
ot
president
Collins,
J.
Flosd
ed from the four states of Tendecreed that
Time•Out, Inc., areas. Collins said, "we expect ' mony, Dr. J. Garrick Hardy. Court of Alabama
nessee, N. Carolina, S. Carolina Omaha-based
great success in the black com-lprofessor of sociology, gave a money could' not be drawn
Hamburger
National
the
said
and Virginia.
resume of the school's from the public school fund to
Eating Contest will be sponsor. mwaitY through black owner-.brief
colorful history of operate a university. However,
The Williams resolution stated.
and
long
of
Inc.,
restauTime-Out,
during
ship
ed by the company
names, scenes, and location the school continued to operate
the participants were "dedicat-,
This
also
should
be
rants.
true
at
cermonies
!grind opening
changes. According to Doctor on the basis of contributions
ed to preservation of a qualityl
of the units which are ex- in Mexican-American communiit !
itch
system."
education
public
Presi—
local
Tex.
through
ownership. Hardy, the school grew from its and tuition income.
MARSHALL,
to spread across the ties,
federal courts to “reas-:pected
asked
is
to
drive
bring
frau- 1874 status as "The State Nor- In Feb. 1889, the State Legis"Our
Wiley
of
Sr.
Cole,
dent T. W.
nation, lie said 25 drive-ins will
mal School and University for
sess the consequences of their'
to
ownership
those
chise
groups
! College has announced that two actions, which have resulted in go into operation in the next 12 which previously have not been Colored Students and Teachers' lature established "The State
Normal School for Colored
•
students. 0. Ivan White, Jr., visiting great strife and chaos months'
part of the American free en- to a very modern and widely Students." On May 8, 1889, the
acclaimed education and liberal
and Shirley Bennett, both jun- on our people"
As winner of the contest anditerprise system."
Board for "The State Normal
It also asked Nixon to directi national chanipion, Jo Ellen Several hundred Omaha resi- arts institution.,
iors. were recommended for
School for Ccilored Students"
the Department of Health Edu-• Peak won a S50 savings account dents braved a rainstorm to
On Dec. 6. 1873, the State formally accepted the donation
the European Study Scholar• • ,
Welfare to abandon
cation andtutea
r 51) hear Time-Out, Inc., board Board of Education of Alabama F of $3,300 in money and a camnu
Insti
• g
:.;,. ships offered by the
in
prevalent
"the philosophies
more hamburgers. Runners-up memers Boozer and Bob Gib- authorized, through Enactment pus site of 6/
2 acres located
1
1:,.....,, of International Education o f that department." HEW h a s
.
were Jerry Walker, age 10, son, pitcher for the St Louis No. 17, establishment of "The east of South Jackson, between
been pushing for total desegre-,2725 Seward St., who won a $25 Cardinals, predict success for State Normal School and
urman
‘.',; New York City,
an
Tuscaloosa
in numerous di stricts, savings account and 25 certifi- the national system.
gation
Studentsl Streets in Montgomery.
For
versity
Colored
.1.
White,
Ivan
0.
, Of the two,
across the south starting n e x t:
. Jr., a sociology major, was se; month.
lected for study at the Whittier There was general agreement
that federal desegragtion guide
College in Copenhagen, D e n.
discriline
. were imparctical and
mark. The scholarship is for F minated
against the s o u t h.
the fall semester and it covers Ideas on what should be done
tuition, housing, text books, al about them varied. .
ERS — Two 16-year old high school
junio;'!'''''
TIM
allowance, and Euro-' Rep. Fletcher Thompson, a
/monthly
were named Mr. and Miss (SRSS) Summer Reading and
Republican congressman from
Study Skill at Bethune-Cookman College during the annual 1 pean travel expenses.
Atlanta, suggested the gro u p
banquet held recently in the college student center cafe- 1
Ivan will make three tours send "task forces" into the
torium. Named by popular votes were Ralph Thompson
to find school districts
while in Europe. The pre-se- north
from Hamilton High School, Memphis. Tennessee and Mars.
not in compliance with guidepri.
weeks
three
of
Bryant, Miami, Northwestern High' School.
,mester one
lines and insist that HEW en-:
, or to the opening of s c h o o 1, force them in those districts. He
:
Sept. 18, will be to England, said this would relieve pressor,
France, and Denmark. The in the south by influencing opinion in the north.
mid-semester tour of five days
Williams. leading a 50-memwill be to the educational insti- ber delegation from Mississippi,
tutiOns of East and West Ber- said his state faces "the greatlin. During the Christmas holi- est crisis in the history of pubs open under total desechool
dayss
two weeks
he will tour for
gregation orders next month.
AustraItaly,
U1 countries of
Maddox said the answer was
!port from young SCLC meinBy ROBERT GORDON
ha, and Switzerland.
local control. "Local people:
before
told
newsmen
bers,
and
C
S.
—
(UPI)
CHARLESTON,
and know more about what to do!
—The Rev. Ralph Abernathy, the election, "I have a feeling Ivan is the son of Mr.'
for public education than poli-1
his leadership in the Southern vot going to remain the presi- Mrs. 0. Ivan White, Sr. of ticians and bureaucrats," he
Marshall. He is a graduate of said.
Christian Leadership Conference dentELECTRA 225 4-DOOR SEDAN
ELECTRA 225 SPORT :OUPE
Pemberton High School where
Rep. John Rarick, D-La., preaffirmed by unanimous vote,
is
now
the
father
assistant
his
across
the
parents
dieted
many
SCLC spokesmen insisted that
adjourned the group's 1969 conprincipal. Mr. White, senior, south would refuse to go along
never had any intenJackson
Jac
formerly served as principal of with HEW guidelines. "If t h e
vention to take it to a new battion of trying to replace Aber- Carver Elementary School. parents do not comply I don't
tleground next week.
nathy. and Jackson himself Mrs. White is a graduate of know what the federal judges
Abernathy, 43, a principle in made a 30 minute speech prais• Wiley College and is a faculty , are going to do. There aren't
stI
1"' .
-411111111110
member of the department ofi enough federal prisons to hold
the founding of SCLC along with log Abernathy's leadership,
education.
them," Rarick said.
Dr. Martin Luther, King Jr.,
was elected without opposition
f;
Ny....
Friday to continue as president.
WILDCAT CONVERTIBLE
WILDCAT 4-DOOR SEDAN
The annual convention, which
steered a course of growing
alliance with friendly labor unThe Quality Remains. . .
ions and more involvement in a.
local political campaigns, ends
Long After The Price Is Forgotten
Li.
eNct—
after consideration of a series t6r.:
of resolutions.

to be substituted for bureaucratBy TOM GREENE
desegregation efforts
.
participants,
The
primarrIY
,
ic
directives."
—Nearly
(UPI)
—
ATLANTA
of local school districts1
.
150 southern educators and poli-:!officials
. across the south, adopted a They agreed to form a perma•
at re: ticians' in 11 meeting reminis-1 resolution by Mississippi Go v • .I tient organization aimed
east of the 1950s, gathered atJohn Bell Wiliams urging NixHlieving federal desegration pres: Gov. Lester Maddox' mansion on to -voice support and insti-,sure. Maddox and Williams —
Saturday and asked that Presi-, Lute legislation to bring ab o u t. the only .governors in attenddent Nixono
ease federal schools' maximum
1!
individual ire edom once although all from the south
f
.
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Beasley-johnes-Ragland -Beas ey -Jones

DO YOUR THING
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-

-40

Abernathy sat Friday at the
side of the Rev. Jessie Jackson
supel Chicago, who has strong

Classified Ads
•••••""

LA.

You'll wear name brands for years
knowing they're the finest you can
buy from Beasley Jones Ragland.
Fine hand craftmonship... rich
styling... luxurious leathers...
assures you instant and ever lasting comfort-plus smart good looks
that'll carry you through many
seasons.

Abernathy, exhibiting a confidence and vigor that was notably absent when he succeeded
the slain king in 1968, won during the four-day meeting a public tribute from a strong minded young activist whom some
had believed would challenge
Abernathy's position-

Drive a
Riviera

30/60 Day Charge-6 Month Revolvbig
Charge...
Ilitokamoricard - Mastercharge

BICYCLE FOR SALE
Convertible 813.00
Irr Childs Bilk@ Bike 15.00 Both
3W' Boys Spyder
275-3558.
nice.
CLASSIFTED
TR1-STATE BREWER
and Day
rim Hickman Kindergarten
August 25 for
cans Center will open Hours 6 a rn.
school year of 1969-70.
Rates. For
to 4:30 P.m. Reasonable
Call 332-1688
Fee and Pick-up rates Supervisor,
Reed,
V.
P.itiv. Martha

CO
>-

Over 40

3160 Hopkins - Near Eastview,

1

CHOICE INTEGRATED
NEIGHBORHOOD
Maury corner of Vollentine 4 BR.
2 Bath. brick. Living room with firePlace. sunroom, separate dining room.
eat-In kitchen. 516.500 53.500 to stitaurae 5 1 4 01 Loan. $119 monthly
payment. Brooker & Agents cooperation
• Welcome
323-7858
• Mrs. Baker
ERFSry-Lawrence Realty
420 Demon Bldg.
272-7548

'68 Limited
S3995
4 door hardtop. Full
p
r and fir. vinyl top.

NEED sll'ACE!
GOING INTO BirSINESSI"
Wei have two reasonable stores at 816
abg 818 Vance with 1200 sq. ft Ideal
:for sundry store, beauty shop or barber
shop. can BelO Woodson,
P1CRCY OALBREATH * SON, INC.
REALTORS
100 N. Main
525-3681
DAY CARE CENTER
*1-515 per week based on ability to
pay. 7:30 a.m.-5:30 pm. Monday-Friday. Idlewild Presbyterian Church
274-1896
1750 Union
ROUSE FOR SALE
Whiteaboro—S3000 cash and side not cc,
3 Esdroonts. 1 and % bath. Fenced
lard. Buflt-in electric range
call Owner: 396-6733
1150MRS FOR SALE
2337 Woodbridge Cove
Prime Kirby Woode. 5 bedrooms,
and 14 baths, carpeted. drapes.
684-304
Call 382-1211

'66 Chrysler
$1595

Value!
toy

Newport 4 door
Fewer aid air.
Clean

Cars to

Used

66 Olds

Choose

From.

'64 Riviera

Li.

oedaw
Very

$1895
Betts ta 4-door tor•dlop
Ton power aid air. Extra
clean.

'64 Skylark

Power & Air Buck.' Sears
Whit• with Rod interior

co
67 LeSabre

$1295

$2395

2.1)00, Hardtop Power 8.

'68 Special
$395
Deluxe 4-door
Power sod 'dr.

Custom 2 Dr. Hardtop Po
-or and Air, Sharp

'66 LeSabre

03

$1595

sedan.

4-Door

Sedan Power &

SPECIAL VALUE ALLIGATOR
From Italy via Ambassador comes the unique duo
of genuine alligator luxury and special value. Outstanding style at an outstanding price: ;65.00.

LL.

3

STINIMe OPPORTITNITY
pee the roan or woman who would
like to break out of the salary-nit for
good . . open doors to thousands of
dollars of extra income every year
wfthoot risking your Present 10b • . .
start a part time business of your
own nn the side . less than $50.00
Investment , for private Inters-law In
. no obligation
3mur home
Box 16393
Write to:
warnsale. TN 3/11116

CHECKED
USED CARS 3 >$1795

$2095
Catohnio
4-door sedao-rower and
air 27,845 actual wiles.
Owrers H'i'-'e on request

High
Johnson. East High or Lester
Small
School. 2 Bedrooms, Modern.
Payment.
Down
MONTHLY PAYMENT LESS THAN
RENT.
685-7415
327-3711

934

4

Clean

'67 Pontiac

FOR SALE

1
4

DOUBLE
GUARANTEED

CO

1
119EASLEY JONES•

MUM

MTV WAIN STUFFT

N•
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CO

"The Mid-South's Largest Buick Dealer"

Li.

IBLUFFTITY BUICK
739 UNION

it-

525-5371

03
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DEFE.NDER

Paso 15

THIS WEEK'S

DIOOUNT
PRICES
TO HELP YOU GET BETTER FOOD
FOR LESS MONEY ...
AND STILL GET

ARA RUMMAGE SALE — Sorors of he Beta Tau chapter
of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc., are seen here looking
over some of the Items which will be sold at their Rummage Sale this Saturday, Aug. 23, at the Abe Scharff

TOP VALUE
STAMPS

branch of the YMCA. From left are Cynthia Anderson,
Joy McPherson, Christy Clark, Freda Greene, basileus;
and Mary Price. Kneeling in front is Sanda McNeal, project chairman.

AKA's Rummage Sale

You Can't Do Better
Anywhere Else!

To Be Held Saturday
Sorors of Beta Tau Chapter Mary Alexander; epistoleus,
of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority, Babara Register; tamiouchus
Inc., are busy this summer Joy
McPherson; parliamentrying to be of "service to all tarian Patricia Tucker; and
mankind."
7
'
deans of pledgees Sandra Me:
On Saturday, Aug. 23, Beta Neal and Christy Clark.
Tau chapter will sponsor a Other sorors are Jeanetta
rummage sale at the Abe Cobbins, Mary Price, Ginger
Scharff branch of the YMCA. Proctor, Patricia Scott, Joyce
Clothes to be used for the Scott, Parry Hopkins, Neely
sale were donated by the sor- Hurd and Beverly Turrell.
ors. The sale is being given at Chapter advisors are Mrs.
the YMCA because it is in Lillian Hammond, Mrs. Lizzie
easy access to people of low- Russell, and Miss Gwen Jones.
income areas. It is our hope The rummage sale is open
that people who would not be to the public Saturday, from
able to shop in department 10 a.m., till 4 p.m. Proceeds
stores might be able to stretch from the sale will be used for
their dollars at the rummage the chapter's Christmas project and other service projects.
sale.
Officers of Beta Tau Chapter "If you find you have only a
are basileus Freda Greene; few dollars to purchase more
first anti-basileus Gigi Jones; than a feav items, drop by and
a n ti-basileus, Myra rummage around, you're sure
second
Pruitt; grammateus Cynthia to find something you need," a
a n t i-grammateus spokesman added.
Anderson:

Lemoyne-Owen Alumni
Asked For $150,000
Alumni of LeMoyne-Owen are week in the LeMoy ne-Owen
being asked to pledge and giv& Student Center, with a final
$150,000 over a period of f our session at noon Aug. 28 at Holyears, to the college's $1,608,- iday Inn-Rivermont.
000 Development program. The T. R. McLemore, alumni patmoney will provide funds f o rl tern gifts chairman, and Elmer
the erection of a Science-Math- L. Henderson, alumni special
ematics Learning Center and gifts chairman, announced orrenovation of Steele Hall a n d ganization of the two divisions
with captains and workers in
Brownlee Hall.
field "working their cards."'
luncheon'the
Thursday's
At last
report meeting, Miss Harry Willie Tom Miles is chairman
Mae Simons, principal of Mag- of the alumni general gifts dinolia Elementary School an d vision_
co-chairman of the alumni fund
raising effort, reported an ad.: •
ditional $3,380 in alumni gifts
and pledges. The alumni total
to date is about $14,000.
She pointed out that hundreds
of the college's alumni ha ve
not been solicited as yet because the fund-raising effort NEW YORK — The National
among the LeMoyn e-Owen Association for the Advancegraduates is just getti,ng under- ment of Colored • People is conway.
ducting voter registration camThe sum of $10,605 was re- paigns in five cities with the
the
ported last Thursday in
aid of a Field Foundation grant
overall drive, pushing the cur- of $49,289, Executive Director
rent total to $1,068,000.
Roy Wilkins announced this
Former mayor Edmund Or- week. Campaigns are being
gill, co-chairman of the conducted in Pittsburgh, St.
college's development fund and Louis, Newark, Columbus,
the man who is spearheading Ohio, and Oakland, Calif.
the campaign, called on the 30
or more alumni workers at the Organizing the drives in
luncheon to "sell the program" these cities are the Association's voter registration specialto other alumni.
report ists, John M. Brooks, director,
luncheon
Another
meeting is scheduled for 12:15 and W. C. Patton, associate dion Thursday afternoon of this rector.
9

sor
ips
7•u

JUMBO " COITS "
CALIFORNIA

CANTALOUPES

THREE BROTHERS — Three brothers, from left, S I gmund, Frederick and James Self, Jr., sons of Mr. and
Mrs. James Self, Sr., of 2301 Pratt st., appreciates the
sales made to their 50 and more customers In the Prospect area each week. The boys are working for prizes in
the contest which ends on Saturday, Aug. 30.

Sdlion11111
fashion ideas for the
NOW generation

ON EASY
INSTANT CREDIT
PERMANENT PRESS
Girls' Fall

Vote Drive
T k
a es Form

DRESSES
linbeaTable Value!

2

$588

for
only
sizes..
3 to 6X- 7 to 14

LI

Terrific!
[

NO-IRON

BOYS'SHIRTS

2 '3"
Outstanding!

BOYS' FINE

SLACKS. $388

FRYER
QUARTERS

2
3

CORN

1069
Ears
For

Mixed

NECK
DRESSED
BONES WHITING
PIGTAILS
orPIG FEET
L,4729
Lb.

With Our
Coupon,
Plus
Dep.

FRESH TENDFR

KROGER'S GRADE

19t

Apple, Custerd,
t
35
Blackberry,
Boysenberry
or Coconut
Cust.srd
20-0z.
pk .

PLAIN or SELF RISING

Pillsbury Hour
Chunk Tuna
Humko Oil

51b.
BAG

CHICKEN OF THE SEA

aioz.
con

BONUS COUPON

FINE FOR FRYING

10

I -qt.
8oz.
bottle

EXTRA Top
anad'ni
nt
htlhu
witai
V
S
ouno
is ce
0
$5.0156

awe
sea
aurchas• excluding tobacco and fresh or

f oxen milk products, and in addition to
any other purchase requirements
Good thru Tues Aug. 19th limit One
Tar
`OP

Ufa
•••••

Values to $6. A Pair!
fffr
I(riKjerfiliMITITI IMISTIMIlifit Ifil
JO
PEPSI, 7-UP or COKES
Ow

CA/tale&.04
INSTANT CREDIT
108 S. Maim St. Memphis

COK
Six-Pak
Cartons

•PERMANENT PRESS
'BELLS • STRIPES

TWO BESTPLACESIORT
MORE CAR FOR YOUR HOMEY!

A

pm,

ille

Os
OA

F.4

or 10 oz. bottle 3 cartons 63
6won'
MO
this coupon sod SS 00 additional purchase. excluding robber°.
Good Oyu Tues.. Aug,1 9th Limn

One.

Z.
www
....

litilierMIDNIPPV/Wilitlintle4'

with Kroger I4-qt. Dry Milk
or Non-Dairy Coffee Creamer
with two '2-lb. pkgs. Country
Oven SandWich Cookies
with two I -lb. boxes
Kroger Saltines
with six pkg.
Zoo Drinks
two loaves
Buttercrust Bread
with two Adult
Pepsodent ToothbruThes
with pkg. of 4 or more
"Family Pak" Rib Steaks
with 3-lbs. or more (round
Chuck or Ground Round
with two Round, Sirloin or
-Bone Tenderay Steaks
with 2 pkgs. Fryer Breasts,
Legs or Thighs
with 2 pkgs. Breagfast or
Center-Cut Pork Chops
with a pkg. Center Sliced
Fully-Cooked Ham
with any 2 pkgs.
Seapak Seafood

50
50
100
zany
50
v.„h
50
100
50
50
50T
50
50
25
SO
with 2-lbs. Onions
25
with one dozen
25
Lemons or Limes
with TWO HEADS
25
of Lettuce
with
5-lbs. Potatoes
25
with 39c or more
25
BANANAS

9
6
9

•
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Railroad Challenged
You Don't Pay More.. On Classifications

nexossevriihropr000wnssoi.4,,..... ,

// &AVAVV/AV/

12 •4'
attar

BOYS

YouJustGetMoreAt

Grob This Opportunity to

EARN Your Own
SPENDING MONEY

• VALIANT
• ROAD RUNNER
• PLYMOUTH
• CHRYSLER
• IMPERIAL

Memphis Marine Gets Promotion
Lance Corporal John M. He is the son oi Mrs. MarJones has been promoted from gherita Y. Jones of 544-D Mis1968 graduate
the rank of private first class sissippi blvd., a
of Booker T. Washington High
at the U. S. Marine Corps Air
School and a member of the
Corps School Transportation Mt. Vernon Baptist Church, of
operation
management
at which the Rev. J. L. Netters is
the minister.
Beaufort, S. C.

The railroads' historic policy 1969), said a group of black
of hiring only blacks as train train porters could sue a railporters and whites as brake- road under Title VII of the 1964
men, even though they per- Civil Rights Act despite preform virtually the same func- vious court decisions giving
tion, can be challenged under jurisdiction over 'craft classithe federal unlawful discrimina- cation suits to the National
tory employment practices law, Mediation Board, which was set
a federal court has held.
up under t h e Railway Labor
Judge Gibson, speaking for Act. A United States District
MECHANICS WANTED
the United States Court of Ap- Court had earlier barred the
peals for the 8th Circuit in suit, saying that only the Board
OAS & DIESEL
Norman v. Missouri Pacific has jurisdiction over the mat- Permanent Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid
Railroad, 60 LC 9282 (C.A. 8, ter.
Vacation. Local truck leasing company has openings for MeThe plaintiffs in the chanics who want steady employment in large, roomy shop.
suit charge that the railroad Good working Conditions. CALL GLENN DeWITT at 942-4&87.
has voilated Title VII by clasCARL CARSON LEASING CORP.
BILL COSBY
sifying them as train porters on
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
AN
CROW
OWNS JIM
the basis of their race. They
allege that because of such
HOUSES!
classification they are denied
A shocking expose of how
Green Power turned Cosby's equal employment opportunities
compensation, and advanceBlack Power into
ment as compared with their
Jim Crow Power!
white counterparts, the brakeMONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY BY APPOINTMENT
men.

iiiI7F
° !SHER
1925 UNION •275-1143

am.

EARN, $I to $5
every week
in spare time
and Win free PrizesValuable busieess
experience gained will
be IM 141.-laae emit.

SUN SET ENTERPRISES
SUN SET MORTUARY
CRITTENDEN BURIAL ASSOCIATION BURIAL

0 You At..ley 12 et Older Use TM,Coupon New
MI Nee

'Print Nome and AJdress Beiow
Tri-Stons Defender
124 East Calhoun. Memph+s, Tenn.
Cmfdmy first bundle of papers;

Clip Out This
Coupon Dor-

Are You a toy?

Age

Sete Ion

1

.....

SUN SET PRODUCTS

R. 1. 5.-.....

Street and No.

PJ.,øly

.1

mere

In the same issue:

1001 2 16th Street West Memphis, Ark
Pine Oil, Soaps of all Kinds-House Deodorants
and Bleaches
Mechanic Soap-Body Deodorants-Roach Spray
Re 5-7669 Ira B. Logan, Proprietor

Zip Cade ficr

".00 Vs.,?

y' ;Vectuly t92edon

Mrs. Malissia Rainey, Secy Ira B. Logan Owner
Re 5-7669 100 So. 16th St. We Memphis, Ark

Year

In Care of

and
Mail Today
Sit en Envelope

NATIONAL FOUNDATION LIFE 4SURANCE
1 year to 90 - . Cash Insurance

1 1 1 1

P.11. 323-0063 III. 327-4721

Located in St. Louis,
Missouri, the Circuit Court took
on position on the substance of
these factual allegations. It
only held that the plaintiffs had
the right to bring suit to prove
their charges. The case will
now be sent down to the District Court for a trial on the
matter.

THE KIND OF MEN
BLACK WOMEN GO FOR
THE FUNNY WORLD
OF STU GILLIAM

SPECIALIZING IN COMPLETE BEAUTY SERVICE
Haircutting
Hair Coloring
Perm on snag

307 Tillonest Stroet

-......-41-----.....„_

(

WHY WORRY?

Whirlpool

wiring prowl),. . .
"
do yr:elirctrital
install your air conditioners. .. sell you

. the proper oie conditioner you need and combine Jon ormiktasy-to-pay
monthly contract.

nonaCHE

AIR CONDITIONER

Don't suffer -relieve
seconds as millions do with
dentists recommend
Many
ORA-;EL.
wing DRA-JEL until you get
prottissional treatment. .#0•""r", lIrs\
•• !OM Ilmadosping•

pie :a

SALE!
special!
PRI

C.. el 0101•I•1•

0.

1.1•1•I•

411

oraps“

.11:01:1

9,500 BTU

MAKES YOU LOOK
OLDER THAN YOU ARE

Exclusive Comfort Guard Control
eliminates extreme temperature ups and downs.

1001019U10
Oet

Pushbutton controls. 2 Fan Speeds ... HI COOL
tot- warm days, LO COOL for evening and night
ccmfort. You can install it yourself it's so compact.
Built-in overload protector on compressor.. Removes 2.4 pints of moisture per hour.

• ••• a •

71121=

r
AT YOUR DRUGGIST

$

c.s-=
cram

CAM
CITY FINANCE

Whirlpool

only!

21

Model ATL 111-4

Model A55.i63.3

C

New SUPER COOL control, gets rid of heat build-up in a house
that's been closed up all day, Comfort Guard control with adjustable thermostat, Dry Steel construction and 4-way air direction allows you to direct cool air tip, down, to either side ...

MODEL ALT-221-3 AVAILABLE IN 22,000 BTU

L. I. GATLIN JR

EAST
3431

Please

WHITEHAYEN

swam?

4251 Hwy. SI So.

324-44011

Phone 396-0195

FRATSER
18 Throe May. 11 m I
Pb.,,.

358.45115

q•

MOVING?
For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
Free Estimates
E-Z Storage & Van Co.
493 S. Main St.

EXTERMINATING CO.
:
TERMITES -ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Beaded

R G. KINKLE

SERVING THE MID-SOUTH AREA FOR OVER 24 YEARS
ALL 4 STOW
OPEN
8 a.m.'His p.m.
!VERT NIGHT?

1

MINUTE AUTOMATIC

CAR WASH $ 25

LAMAR
2574 Lamer
Phone 743-3370

Phone For
Quick
Delivery!

CALL US BEFORE YOU AR(
EMBARRASSED

"WE KILL TO

CALL

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday

Sal en Sun 11 25
Sat Open I AU tr 6 PM
Sun Open II A.A4 fa 2 P

thru
Friday

SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
3100 Summer at

Baltic

DELIVERY

DELIVERY..,

HOLLYWOOD STREET ONLY

FORREST CITY ONLY

PEST

EAPPLIANCE Co.
L. E. GATLIN

176 AL 1711 REAL STREET JA 6-5300

BEST PRICES IN TOWN ON

•10Hrer totes tier coo
c.r./ PetaiRt/VIIAt
arlitmrti

18,000 BTU
t-OR EXTRA FAST'
COOL DOWN.
ONLY!

/39 I
Adjustable thermostot - just set and forget! "Dry Steel" construction only from Whirlpool to prevent rust out. Special silencing chamber absorbs excessive noise. 2-way air direction reflectors to direct air where you want it.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

CAMPER WINDOWS-TRUSSES--FIR PLYWO OD-ALUMINUM REPLACEMENT WINDOWS
$1.79 Full 1" First Quality Self Storing Aluminum
4.11-1/," Masonite Hardboard
Storm Door with Hardware
$111.15
Inside Latex Paint-White & Colors ..gal 51.69
4c
Lin.
Ft. Metal Siding-Painted-Sue or white- 4
Economy
Fir
&
Cedar
2+4 IL
$1.59
It, rolls. Easy to install-Ideal for Crimper
Corrugated Plastic Sheen 6'
-Cabins-Storage Oouserl--Coviering old
.51.99
Chipboord
vsoMonsm. Reg, 520 sq. - Our price
sq. 11.95
Corrugated Gal Metal roofing
......... ..10c
$9.95 sq. or less +ban
$2.59
Paneling
Mahogany
4.8
12" LAP PRIMED MASONITE SIDING

CONViNIENT
LOCATIONS

16,500 BTU I
for large scale I
cooling

"While we view the Railroad
as in the middle of the disputes
of this type," the Court said,
"we do not think the Railroad
can violate the plain provisions
set forth in Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act and use as defense the historic class or craft
classification and the fequirements of the Railway Labor
Act.
The Court also concluded that
the relevant labor unions;
which, were not named in the
suit, were indispensible parties
and there could be a remedy
without affecting them prejudicially.
EEOC administers Title VI)
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
which prohibites employment
discrimination based on race,
color, religion, sex or national
origin.

W, con furnish rtAanniacturied Houses, built on your foundation, put wider weather in one clay. ni
materials, including joists and roof decking corn plots except plumbing and wiring, tor less than $5
per foot. Inquiries invited from Bu1lclers, Developers, and Farm Horne ODiretiOrs.

MORE

BUY ON ACE'S EASY PAY PLAN

FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

"The Answer to Housing Problems"

CAN YOU USE

_

Whirlpool

THAN'S
LOAN

FREE DELIVERY...

Pit 11

40111Elw

Across From Loin Service Sta.

The Court held that the plainThe Edwin Hawkins Singers, tiffs had no practical and adequate remedy under the Railfor better and for worse
way Labor Act for their complaints of racial discrimination
because that Act is being priSee it in August
marily concerned with labor relations.
It also said that the act
SEPIA
was not intended by Congress
to enable employers to avoid
now at your newsstand!
their duty under Title VII of
the 1964 Civil Rights Act not to
discriminate in employment.

"--

Facials

HAIRWEAVING
OPERATOR MRS. MAGGIE BYRD

"OH HAPPY DAY!"

7

Hairstyling
Manicuring

un"

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
P11. FA 7-6034L

Insulated Siding Stone Pattern.
Rog. $24.95
loll 535 YP Decking
1.12 535 YP Decking
401-1/4" Masonite

$12.95
519M
59914
S2.11
$79M
$119M

1212 WP Decking

$VIM

216.11' 10' & 12' Utility Fir

579M

428.3/1" Asphalt Sheathing

51c

3k
214 IL Wil. Coder
Corn.,gated Asbestos Flower
1-21" Motorole Console Color TV.
Bed Border
lk sq. ft.
$299
Rag. $589, First Come
.4 IL Witte Marksl• Cut Stow* 19c Ha. ff.
150--4111.1/.' Chipboard Paneling,
$3.79 Normally over $t .
Reg. $5.95
for fountains fireplace
It Us. ft.
4000 fin It. 114 Coder
facirgs etc.
I-TwM 2/4x4/4-24 lights Aluminum
$3750 Misc. Ceiling T,l. ............
7e ft.
Window, Reg. /59.95
25 pieces of 401-1/2 Asphalt Sheathing 99c is. NIX-Glass panels 24"x411". Reg. $4.95 .. 51c
4c lin. ft.
75 pieces of 1.6.6' =3 CM
3c Ii.. ff.
27c 1.4 3 YP Flooring Homy 4'
214 YoNoir End Cedar Studs
3c lin. ft.
354 lr4 Cedar Foment),
7.4 Rod End Cedar Studs
45c. lok Cedar Economy
2x4 Lodge Pole Shrift
Sc lie, ft.
2,6-12' & 4' Thrifty Fir
$4951
FLORIDA STREET ONLY
Cupboard Can Cabinets - Reg. $24.95..57.95 24.7' Cedar
$3914
Sc lb.
Loos* 1 Rusty Nails
11 pieces - 4.5 Avocado Hardboard Paneling,
ft.
7c
Tile
Misc. Ceiling
Damaged Reg. 14.95
$2.75
1Sc
125.1.54' =2 Ylf
Styrofoam
4.. 51Ic es.
9$9M
oe ci.1 =3 YP
59/M 440115---11
/
4" Styrofoarn--Vaiue $16..51.91 re.
lib CM =2 YP
35c ca. 1,4-24' =2 Pio* ...
2.4 Cedar Studs Perost
It am.
3k vs.
2r4-11' Cedar Studs
19c Ii,. ft.
19c es. 414 Ceder Fencing
2.44' Fir
$2.19
it- Lap Unpcimod Aluminum Louvers ....$3.95 11 Rolls Red Brick Sde.. D."9•9414
2 sof-6/04/11 Metal Bi-fold Doors Reg. $37.95 25 Pitces-4v11-/
1
4" Damaged Sinai...a-71c
$10.95
4ft
2.7 & 2.1 Plywood Cover lids.
59c me.
4.11-3/8" Asphalt Sheatlfi
1
4" Pecan Hardwood ParielIwqSc lin. ft. 5-4110-/
re1 V Joint Cedar-Nice Grade
Rom $9.85
$2.99
$17.95
Electric Clg. lift., Reg. $29.95 - • •
3-3/006/8-1 /
1 4" White Aluminum Storm Doors
Dble Elec. Oven CoppertorreDamaged
Reg.
533.95
ea.
Aft
3
for
Rag $149.95
$79
$21
I.Lof-RW Decking I"

204 Porcirt Cedar Studs Red End ....

BILL DIN* SAYS: "CALL US FOR ALL YOUR SOME IMPROVEMENT
WE WELCOME CREDIT CARD BUSINESS AND ALWAYS DELIVER.-

NEEDS.

wam
,"aim

BUILDERS
HYMAN SUPPLY, Co.

1129 FLORIDA
9414555

1000 14 HOLLYWOOD
•

377-4176

master cline

;
529 W. elf0ADWAY
FORS'S/. CITY, ARIL

leo NitINN SOUTHLAND
MILLION DOLLAR GREYHOUNDS ARE RACING AT SOUTHLAND GREYHOUND PARK TONIGHT,

POST TIME 8 P.M.
SUMMER HOME OF Orlf-YHOUNO r,:irimornNS

PLENTY OF FREE PAVED PARKING
CLOSED ON WEDNESDAY AND SUNDAY NIGNTS
ammwomplir.".IT

*

